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Abstract
Modern high performance computing (HPC) applications, for example adaptive mesh
refinement and multi-physics codes, have dynamic communication characteristics
which result in poor performance on current Message Passing Interface (MPI) implementations. The degraded application performance can be attributed to a mismatch
between changing application requirements and static communication library functionality. To improve the performance of these applications, MPI libraries should
change their protocol functionality in response to changing application requirements,
and tailor their functionality to take advantage of hardware capabilities.
This dissertation describes Protocol Reconfiguration and Optimization system for
MPI (PRO-MPI), a framework for constructing profile-driven reconfigurable MPI libraries; these libraries use past application characteristics (profiles) to dynamically
change their functionality to match the changing application requirements. The

vii

framework addresses the challenges of designing and implementing the reconfigurable
MPI libraries, which include collecting and reasoning about application characteristics to drive the protocol reconfiguration and defining abstractions required for
implementing these reconfigurations. Two prototype reconfigurable MPI implementations based on the framework – Open PRO-MPI and Cactus PRO-MPI – are also
presented to demonstrate the utility of the framework.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of reconfigurable MPI libraries, this dissertation
presents experimental results to show the impact of using these libraries on the
application performance. The results show that PRO-MPI improves the performance
of important HPC applications and benchmarks. They also show that HyperCLaw
performance improves by approximately 22% when exact profiles are available, and
HyperCLaw performance improves by approximately 18% when only approximate
profiles are available.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Modern HPC applications, such as adaptive mesh refinement and multi-physics
codes, have diverse and dynamic communication characteristics. Their message
characteristics (size, type, frequency) and communication characteristics (number of
processes participating, type of collective operation, communication to computation
ratio) change during runtime. As a consequence, these applications’ communication
demands constantly change.
Profile-driven reconfigurable communication libraries are one way to deal with
changing application communication characteristics. They improve HPC application
performance by changing their protocol functionality to match changing application
communication demands. They use past application characteristics to drive these
changes. For example, when the number of communicating processes changes during
application execution, these libraries improve application performance by choosing
transport protocols and other functionality based on the number of communicating
processes.
Implementing reconfigurable communication libraries poses many challenges. To
reconfigure, the libraries need to collect and reason about changing application com-
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munication requirements and environment information (runtime state, resource availability and hardware characteristics). The reconfiguration should not disrupt application execution or correctness of the solution. Further, reconfigurable libraries
should be designed to support function reusability and extension.
This dissertation presents Protocol Reconfiguration and Optimization system for
MPI (PRO-MPI), a framework for constructing reconfigurable libraries for MPIbased applications. The framework collects and analyzes the application communication characteristics required for a reconfiguration. It provides mechanisms to
execute reconfigurations. It provides abstractions for implementing the communication libraries that supports reusability and extension of library functionality, and
addition of new reconfigurations. In addition to presenting the design of the framework, the dissertation presents two MPI implementations based on PRO-MPI, and
evaluates the implementations.

1.1

MPI Overview

MPI is a specification for message passing libraries used for communication by parallel applications [1, 2, 3]. It is designed to achieve low-latency and high-bandwidth
communication on distributed memory machines including supercomputers, clusters,
and networks of workstations. It specifies an API and its mapping to different programming languages such as C, C++, and Fortran. There are many MPI library
implementations: IBM’s MPI for Blue Gene/L, Cray’s MPI for XT4, Myricom’s
MPICH2-MX , Open MPI, MPICH, MVAPICH2, Microsoft MPI, SiCortex MPI,
HP MPI, and NEC MPI.
MPI provides various communication operations for communication among the
processes of a parallel application. In this section we describe point-to-point, collective, and one-sided operations that are relevant to this research. More details on
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these operations and other MPI operations can be found in [3] and [1].

1.1.1

MPI Point-to-point Operations

MPI point-to-point operations are a set of routines to perform one-to-one communication between any two MPI processes. One process sends data or control information
using the MPI Send operation, and the other process receives this information using
the MPI Recv operation. Both MPI Send and MPI Recv operations use source and
destination parameters to identify the source and the destination MPI processes,
and the tag parameter for demultiplexing the MPI message.
MPI specification provides variants of MPI Send and MPI Recv operations covering a wide-range of semantics which include, besides the standard send, a buffered
send, a ready mode send, and a synchronous send. The standard send operation allows a sender to post a send operation irrespective of the receiver status (a matching
receive on the receiver is posted or not), and this operation is completed once the
message is safely stored. After the send operation is completed, the sender is free
to reuse the send buffer. Like the standard send, the buffered send operation also
allows the sender to post a send operation and complete the operation irrespective of
receive status. However, unlike the standard send, the buffered send is a local operation. Unlike the standard and buffered send, the ready mode send operation allows
a sender to post a send only after the corresponding receiver is ready (a matching
receive on the receiver should be posted). In synchronous send semantics, a send
operation is completed only after a matching receive is posted and the message is
received by the receiver. Besides these blocking operations, the MPI specification
includes variants of send and receive which are non-blocking. The non-blocking send
and receive operations enable the applications to overlap computation and communication.
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MPI implementations provide various protocols for implementing the point-topoint operations [4, 5, 6]. Particularly, they provide an eager protocol which is
optimized for small message transfer, and rendezvous and eager rendezvous protocols
which are optimized for large message transfer. While using the eager protocol, the
sender starts sending a message to the receiver whether or not a matching receive
is posted. If a matching receive is posted, the message on arrival is copied to an
application buffer, otherwise the message is buffered at receiver until a matching
receive is posted. While using the rendezvous protocol for message transfer, before
sending any message, the sender sends a Request to Send (RTS) message along with
the message header to the receiver. If a matching receive for the message is already
posted (preposted receive) 1 , the receiver sends a Clear to Send message (CTS) to
the sender. If a matching receive is not posted, the receiver waits for a matching
receive to be posted before sending a CTS message. The sender, on receiving the CTS
message, sends the data of the message. While using the eager rendezvous protocol,
the sender expecting a matching receive already posted by the receiver sends both
header and data of the message. If a matching receive is not posted, the data of the
message is discarded, and only the header of the message is stored at the receiver.
After a matching receive is posted by the receiver, it sends a CTS message to the
sender, and the sender responds with resending the message data.

1.1.2

MPI Collective Operations

MPI collective operations are a set of routines to perform one-to-many, many-toone, and many-to-many communications among a group of MPI processes. All MPI
collective operations are executed on one or more communicators. A communicator,
in the context of collective operations, is a group of MPI processes. When a collective
1 Preposted

receive - a receive posted by a MPI process before the arrival of the corresponding message.
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operation is executed on the communicator, all processes in this communicator will
participate in the collective operation.
The main collective routines in the specification are MPI Barrier, MPI Broadcast,
MPI Scatter (Gather, Reduce), and MP AllGather (Reduce Scatter, Alltoall). The
MPI Barrier routine allows a group of processes to synchronize. For many-to-one and
one-to-many communications, MPI processes use MPI Broadcast (Scatter, Gather,
Reduce) routines, and for all-to-all communications, MPI processes use MPI AllGather
(Alltoall) routines.

1.1.3

MPI One-sided Operations

MPI one-sided operations are a set of routines to perform operations on a remote
memory (window). In the one-sided operations, an origin process initiates a operation
on a window, and a target process hosts the window. The origin process provides
all information (process address, memory address) required for the operation. As a
result, the target process need not be involved in the operation.
MPI one-sided specification provides MPI Get, MPI Put and MPI Accumulate
routines for data transfer between any two MPI processes. However, unlike the
point-to-point operations, these operations do not require the receiver process to be
involved during the data transfer. MPI Get is used to read data from a window (remote memory), MPI Put writes data into a window, and MPI Accumulate updates
a window with the local memory buffers.
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1.2

HPC Environment

In recent years, the use of HPC systems has become more common. Traditionally,
HPC was used to study scientific problems such as isolated black hole evolution,
supernovae simulation, protein sequencing, and weather forecasting. Recently, however, HPC is being used in the retail industry for supply chain management, in car
manufacturing to perform crash test analysis, finance for options equity trading, and
in bioinformatics for protein folding [7, 8].
With wider application of HPC and affordability of HPC hardware, HPC machines are now more varied in their architecture. For example, more HPC machines
are built from off-the-shelf components because of the rising performance and plunging costs of commodity processors and I/O hardware. The variation in architecture
becomes even more evident when examining the Top 500 list [9]. The machines vary
in their capabilities, services provided, and resources required for their operation.
As a result of the wider application of HPC and variation in hardware architecture, HPC application characteristics, specifically communication characteristics,
are moving away from traditional uniform and static patterns to more diverse and
dynamic patterns. The remainder of this section elaborates on application communication characteristics and HPC hardware characteristics.

1.2.1

Dynamic HPC Application Communication Characteristics

HPC applications generally use parallel processing techniques to solve a problem.
The processes communicate with each other, exchanging data and intermediate solutions, to reach a solution for the problem. HPC applications typically use explicit
communication models such as MPI for this communication.
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Many traditional HPC applications using MPI libraries to have static communication characteristics: messages size, type and frequency remain similar during
different phases of application, fixed set of processes communicated during application phases, and computation and communication ratio is predictable, and resource
usage is predictable [10].
With wider use of HPC, however, many modern HPC applications have dynamic
communication characteristics. These dynamic characteristics are the artifacts of
physical system modeled by the application, the mathematical model used, or the
algorithms used in the applications. Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR) applications,
multi-physics codes, and applications using linear solvers are all known to exhibit
these characteristics [10, 11].
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for modeling physical systems. Modeled physical systems are represented by partial
differential equations (PDE) on a computational grid. To reach the solution and
conserve resources, they refine only parts of the grid that are of scientific interest,
resulting in grids of irregular shape, size and resolution. Typically, each grid point
is associated with a process which is responsible for the grid point computation.
These processes communicate to exchange data during grid refinement and to exchange intermediate solutions. These irregular and dynamic communications result
in changing communication characteristics.
Figure 1.1 shows HyperCLaw simulating the deformation of a helium bubble
when it is hit by a shock wave. During simulation, the portion of the grid where the
bubble is represented is refined, while the rest of the grid is not refined. Figure 1.2
and 1.3 show the communication characteristics of HyperCLaw. These figures show
that that both the processes participating in the communication and process pairs
exchanging messages vary during the application execution.

1.2.2

HPC Hardware Chracteristics

HPC applications run on machines that vary from clusters built from off-the-shelf
components to supercomputers built from proprietary components. These machines
vary in architecture, hardware capabilities, services provided, and resources used.
For example Red Storm, a Cray XT4 machine at Sandia National Laboratories, is
used for weather modeling, ocean modeling, and other classified research; it provides
demultiplexing of messages to high-level protocols on the network interface, guarantees memory for every allocation, and uses a low-noise operating system to provide
latency guarantees. In contrast, Encanto, a machine in the New Mexico Computing
Applications Center (NMCAC), is used for energy and environment research; it is
built from commodity components such as SGI Altix nodes and Infiniband network
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of communicating processes and communicating process pairs varies, as do message
characteristics like size and number [12]. For these characteristics, communication
libraries that select different protocols based on the number of communicating processes can improve the application performance [13]. Other research [14] has demonstrated that selecting collective algorithms and implementations based on message
characteristics can improve the performance of HPC applications.
Further, research has shown that tailoring protocol functionality to an application
improves its performance [15]. For example, applications with varying preposting
behavior require different protocols to improve their bandwidth. Specifically, applications that prepost most of their large receives can gain substantial benefits from
an eager rendezvous protocol; however, eager rendezvous protocols waste substantial
network bandwidth when most receives are not preposted. This implies that no one
protocol optimization decision is appropriate for all applications.
To better serve the needs of various HPC applications (with static, diverse and
dynamic communication needs), in contrast to current libraries which do not change
their functionality at runtime, libraries should be designed such that they can tailor
their functionality both at compile and run time.

1.3.2

Influence of Hardware Architecture

The hardware architecture of the machine, particularly network architecture, strongly
influences the functionality of a communication library. The role of the communication library is to satisfy the communication needs of an application, by taking
advantage of network hardware capabilities. For example, if an application requires
reliable message transfer, and uses Ethernet, the libraries should add reliability at
compile time. If it uses a reliable network such as Infiniband, the libraries should
remove reliability at compile time.
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Further, research has shown that customized libraries that take advantage of
hardware capabilities improve performance characteristics [16]. For example, IBM’s
customized MPI library for BlueGene/L took advantage of deposit bits and the
configurable collective network of the machine. As a result of the customization,
the MPI library’s collectives provided 75% more bandwidth than a well-engineered
generic MPI implementation, MPICH [16]. Similarly HP-MPI [17] used topology
information to assign processes to nodes and demonstrated that it improves collective
bandwidth.
In HPC machines, as seen in the previous section, network interfaces varies both
in architecture and capabilities. Examining the Top 500 list, we observe that 95%
of machines use commodity network interfaces, and they choose from as many as
15 different commodity network interfaces. Commodity network hardware, typically,
provides only basic transport services. In contrast, proprietary network interfaces
provide more capabilites besides basic transport services. For example, Red Storm’s
Seastar network interface provides network message demultiplexing and remote direct
memory access (RDMA) capabilities which are not provided by commodity network
interfaces such as Ethernet.
In the presence of network architecture diversity and research showing the utility
of functional customization, the communication libraries should be customizable to
take advantage of hardware capabilities. Unlike current libraries which have static
functionality and limited customization support, libraries should be designed that
are easily customizable and change their functionality at runtime.
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1.4

Reconfigurable Communication Libraries

1.4.1

Overview

The goal of reconfigurable communication libraries is to improve the application
performance by matching protocol functionality to changing communication needs.
They must support tailoring their functionality at compile time to match the hardware architecture. They must support changing protocol functionality at runtime to
match changing communication demands. They should support selecting algorithms
and implementations for collectives at runtime to match network topology and network congestion. They should allow the protocol implementations to choose data
structures, and switch data structures based on the runtime state information.
There are many challenges in designing, developing and implementing reconfigurable libraries to improve the application performance. The rest of this section
describes these challenges and provides the description of a framework which handles
these challenges.

1.4.2

Challenges of Implementing Reconfigurable Communication Libraries

Building reconfigurable libraries that can improve the application performance presents
four major challenges:
1. Collecting information about changing application requirements and the runtime state of the system;
2. Analyzing the collected information and converting it to a set of appropriate
actions;
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3. Reconfiguring the library with little or no disruption of application execution;
4. Supporting all the above functions without increased development and implementation complexity.

Collecting the information
The reconfigurable communication libraries need an application’s resources usage
characteristics (CPU cycles, memory, network bandwidth) and the hardware capabilities of the system, so they can match their functionality to application requirements
and hardware capabilities. The information will help libraries to select appropriate
reconfigurations that can improve application performance. For example, to select
appropriate algorithms for collectives, the libraries would require network topology
and network congestion information.
While collecting this information, the libraries should not disrupt application execution or affect the application performance. Communication information – message
characteristics of every point-to-point message, collectives – can grow very quickly
with increase in problem size, which can quickly consume memory space, disk space
and CPU cycles. Collecting information offline can alleviate some of these problems;
however offline information may not always be possible and sometimes information
might not be accurate.

Analyzing the information
The information collected has to be converted to a set of reconfiguration actions; the
actions are changes to library functionality at a reconfiguration point. The changes
can be simply changing control parameters or choosing a different algorithm and
implementation for a service. For example, information such as network topology,
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congestion and message latency may be used to change algorithms for collective
operations; resource usage and message characteristics – type and size of message,
latency and bandwidth availability, and memory usage – may be used to change
message transfer protocols.
The reconfiguration actions may have to be determined from inexact application
and environment information. For instance, when information for a large problem
size is not available, it has to be inferred from a smaller problem size. When information for certain input data sets is not available, it has to be inferred from application
runs with different input data sets. In all these cases, the careful interpretation of
approximate information becomes more important.

Ensuring smooth transition of the system after reconfiguration

During reconfiguration, the changes to the libraries in one process can affect one
or more processes in the parallel system. Since the functionality changes involve
changes to both local and global state of a process, this typically affects more than
one process. For example, the changes in local state of a process can affect intransit data and control messages. It can affect the completion of collectives that
are partially completed during reconfiguration.
Reconfigurable libraries should ensure that there is no disruption to the application execution or to the correctness of the solution. They should ensure no state
information is lost during a reconfiguration. They should handle in-transit messages,
and partially completed operations. They should support co-ordination among processes during a reconfiguration, so processes can make a smooth transition after the
reconfiguration. Also, if reconfiguration involves replacing one implementation with
another, the libraries should preserve the process state.
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Controlling software engineering costs
Reconfigurable libraries should support re-usuability and extension of functionalities. They should support varying levels of function abstractions to implement
composition and reconfiguration at varying granularity. Besides extension of the
library functionality, the libraries should support adding new reconfigurations and
optimizations. These properties would amortize design and development costs of the
libraries.

1.4.3

Thesis Statement

A reconfigurable communication framework for incorporating application- and hardwarespecific optimizations at compile time and run time can improve performance characteristics of HPC applications.

1.4.4

PRO-MPI

This dissertation describes PRO-MPI, a framework for constructing reconfigurable
MPI libraries that can improve performance of HPC applications. The framework
enables the libraries to support configuration and reconfiguration. It collects and
analyzes the application characteristics required for the reconfiguration. It maps the
application characteristics to a set of changes for the libraries that reduces the gap
between the application demands and library functionality. It enables the libraries
to support re-usuability and extension of their functionality, and addition of new
reconfigurations and optimizations.
The main components of the PRO-MPI architecture are the communication layer,
profiler, analyzer, and reconfiguration manager. The communication layer provides
an MPI library to HPC application which changes its functionality both at compile
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and run time. The profiler collects application communication characteristics (profiles). The analyzer analyzes the profile and converts it to a set of reconfiguration
actions. The reconfiguration manager executes the reconfiguration.

1.5

Contributions of the Dissertation

The main contributions of PRO-MPI described in this dissertation are:
• Demonstration that system software flexibility improves the application performance.
• Design of a framework that helps development and implementation of profiledriven reconfigurable MPI libraries: The framework provides abstractions to
collect and understand the application communication characteristics, and proposes change to the protocol functionality (of the communication libraries) to
decrease the mismatch between the application communication demands and
the library functionality. It also provides the mechanisms for reconfiguration
and a structure for the communication layer to support the reconfigurations.
• Evaluation of the framework by implementing two reconfigurable MPI libraries
– Open PRO-MPI and Cactus PRO-MPI: Cactus PRO-MPI is a prototype
implementation to understand the ability of the framework to implement a
reconfigurable MPI and understand the overhead of a reconfigurable MPI. Open
PRO-MPI is a reconfigurable MPI implementation that supports full MPI-2
semantics.
• Demonstration of the usefulness of profile-driven reconfiguration: Cactus PROMPI and Open PRO-MPI demonstrate the use of past application characteristics to drive changes in the communication libraries and match the protocol
functionality to the changing communication demands.
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• Evaluation of the reconfigurable MPI libraries by improving the performance
of HPC applications and HPC benchmarks: Empirical results demonstrate
that Open PRO-MPI can improve performance of HyperCLaw and SAMRAI
by assigning the RDMA resources and the RDMA connections based on the
application characteristics.
• Design and evaluation of low-cost profile generation methods to drive reconfiguration in high-cost applications.

1.6

Dissertation Outline

This section previews the remaining chapters and describes the overall organization of
this dissertation. Chapter 2 compares other frameworks that implement configurable
system services and MPI implementations that support reconfiguration and adaptation. Chapter 3 presents an overview of the PRO-MPI framework. Chapters 4 and
5 present details of two reconfigurable MPI libraries – Open PRO-MPI and Cactus
PRO-MPI, and show that reconfigurable MPIs improve application and benchmark
performance. Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the conclusions of this dissertation and
explores opportunities for future research directions.
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Related Work

The use of profiling, reconfiguration, and adaptation to improve application performance has been an area of active research. Much of this work has dealt with constructing configurable systems for distributed systems, configurable and adaptable
transport protocols for wide-area network applications, or supporting very limited reconfiguration in MPI implementations. Very few systems enable full reconfiguration
in MPI implementations or provide frameworks for implementing fully functional,
reconfigurable communication protocols for HPC applications.
This chapter discusses work related to configurable frameworks and MPI implementations. In Section 2.1, we describe a number of frameworks that provide features
for constructing configurable system software. Section 2.2 describes reconfiguration
and adaptation support in current MPI implementations. Section 2.3 describes profiling and performance monitoring systems, and highlights differences between their
functionality and profiling in PRO-MPI. Section 2.4 describes profile-driven code
optimization systems. Finally, section 2.5 summarizes the approaches others have
taken in related to the challenges described in chapter 1.
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2.1

Configurable Software

Systems that support reconfiguration and adaptation had their origins in distributed
systems. Though, PRO-MPI design and goals differ from these systems, there are
some inspirations drawn from these systems. This section discusses some of the
frameworks that were designed to build configurable system software, and describes
the functionality they lack which is useful for building reconfigurable communication
libraries for HPC applications.

2.1.1

x-kernel

The x-kernel is a multithreaded operating system kernel, which also provides abstractions for hierarchically composing protocol modules [18, 19, 20]. It provides
three abstractions for functional composition: protocol modules, sessions, and messages. Protocol modules implement the operating system and other services’ functionality. The sessions are instantiations of the protocols, and messages are used
for interaction between the protocol modules. The protocols use session operations,
push() and pop(), for sending and receiving messages between sessions of various
levels. The protocol modules at a higher level of hierarchy use services provided by
lower level modules using the messages and the interfaces.

2.1.2

Cactus

Cactus is a framework for building configurable services for distributed systems [21].
Like x-kernel, the Cactus supports hierarchal functional composition and provides
interfaces for the layered protocols to interact. However unlike x-kernel, the Cactus
composition model is a more flexible model for composition. It allows two-level
functional composition, and supports more fine-grained functional composition.
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In Cactus, a service is composed of protocol layers of composite protocol. A
composite protocol is in turn composed of functional modules called microprotocols.
A microprotocol is a self-contained software module implemented using an eventbased model. They interact with each other using a message abstraction and an
event mechanism, and protocol layers interact using the message abstraction.
The Configurable Transport Protocol (CTP) and H-CTP are configurable transport protocols based on the Cactus framework [22, 23]. CTP, a composite protocol,
is a transport protocol for wide-area networks. It is composed by choosing microprotocols that define basic transport, fragmentation, congestion control, reliability and
flow control. In the current implementation, CTP has the option of choosing from
more than one implementation of each type of microprotocol; as a result, CTP can
be configured as a protocol that is semantically similar to TCP, UDP, or a mix of
both.
H-CTP, which is an optimized version of CTP, is a transport protocol used for
grid applications. H-CTP is optimized for performance by reducing overhead of event
handling, removing extra message copies, and optimizing the message structure for
performance [23].

2.1.3

Appia

Appia is a framework for building communication protocols. In Appia, like Cactus
and x-kernel, protocols are layered and composable. These protocols support nonhierarchal composition like Cactus [24, 25, 26]. Their functionality is implemented
using an event driven model i.e., the communication functionality is implemented as
event handlers, and the handlers are executed when events are raised.
Though Appia provides hierarchal and non-hierarchal composition, its composition model and concurrency model are restrictive when compared to Cactus. Appia’s
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composition model defines QoS, which in turn is defined by a series of protocol layer
instances. A QoS definition fails if a layer requests an event and none of the layers
provide the event. If QoS succeeds, all events corresponding to a QoS are combined
to form a channel. Though channels can share sessions with other channels, it cannot
support many of the interaction patterns that are supported by Cactus [25]. Besides
the composition model, its concurrency model, which supports one execution thread,
is also restrictive when compared to Cactus.

2.1.4

Distrinet Protocol Stack (DiPS)

DiPS is a component framework for constructing self-adapting system software.
Its composition model supports both hierarchical and non-hierarchical composition
[27, 28]. For implementing composition and adaptation, it provides four abstractions: Component, Message, Connector and Reflection point. A Component is a
self-contained software module which implements well-defined functionality and provides a fixed interface. Components use the Message abstraction to interact with
each other. A Connector is used to connect the components, and to implement a
concurrency model. A Reflection point, which is used to implement self-adapting
behavior, routes the messages based on the information in a Message.

2.1.5

Ensemble

Ensemble is a component framework for building customizable protocol stacks. Its
protocol stacks are composed of smaller modules called micro-protocol modules
[29, 30]. A module provides a specific functionality and interacts with other modules
using two fixed event-driven interfaces – upper and lower. They use down events to
communicate with lower modules, and up events to communicate with upper modules. Ensemble provides a fixed set of events that modules can choose to define their
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interaction and functionality. Based on interaction and required functionality, these
interfaces can choose events from a fixed set of events provided by the framework.
Ensemble stacks, like DiPS, support coarse-grained protocol reconfiguration both
at compile and run time [31]. When an application changes its requirements, Ensemble’s detector detects the changes and initiates the protocol switch protocol (PSP).
PSP co-ordinates with all the participants in the system to install new protocol stack
across all the participants that matches the applications new requirements.

2.2

Reconfiguration and Adaptation in MPI Implementations

2.2.1

Open MPI

Open MPI is an MPI implementation that uses a well-defined component architecture, the MPI Component Architecture (MCA). Communication functionality in
MCA is provided by self-contained software modules that support well-defined interfaces. The communication architecture of Open MPI includes MPI, PML (point-topoint management layer), BML (BTL management layer) and BTL (Byte transfer
layer) layers. The MPI layer provides the MPI interface, the PML layer provides
MPI semantics, the BML layer is responsible for multiplexing the MPI messages,
and the BTL layer is responsible for transferring data between network interfaces.
More details of Open MPI point-to-point architecture are in 5.2.1, [32], and a detailed
discussion of the Open MPI architecture are in [4, 33, 5].
In Open MPI, the support for reconfiguration is limited to a few specific instances. For example, it allows setting up connections between MPI processes’ lazily
[34]. Besides that, it provides support for functional configuration at compile time.
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For example, MCA defines interfaces for implementing different collective communication algorithms and supporting different network interfaces, algorithms and supporting different network interfaces, allowing Open MPI to be customized to run
on a wide range of platforms. It does not, however, either support dynamic connection management or dynamic resource management. Also, it does not support
selecting algorithms for collective routines based on the application communication
characteristics or resource availability.

2.2.2

MPICH

MPICH is a widely used MPI implementation. Its layered architecture maximizes
the sharing of hardware independent code and eases code portability across various
architectures [35, 6]. The main layer, the abstract device interface (ADI), abstracts
hardware dependent code, and decouples the code from hardware independent code.
This decoupling eases porting MPICH to a new architecture [36]. There are many implementations of ADI, important among them for MPI is the Channel interface. The
Channel interface provides operations and functions for sending messages between
any two process spaces.
Like Open MPI, MPICH supports limited adaptation in a few instances. For
example, MPIVAPCH, an MPICH adaptation for Infiniband, supports automatic
connection establishment [37]. It allows the connections to be established lazily
while not allowing dynamic tear down or dynamic re-establishment. Apart from
allowing functional configuration in device interface, its ADI allows the user to select
a hardware interface from the interfaces that are available at compile time.
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2.2.3

Adaptive MPI

Adaptive MPI is an MPI implementation developed using CHARM++, which is
an object-based model [38, 39]. It uses CHARM++’s communication, load balancing and threading model. In Adaptive MPI, MPI processes are mapped onto
virtual processors. These virtual processors communicate using CHARM++’s message passing objects. As a consequence, MPI process communication is mapped
onto CHARM++’s object communication. Similarly, it uses CHARM++’s object
migration for MPI process migration.
Like MPICH and Open MPI, Adaptive MPI supports limited reconfiguration and
adaptation. Mainly, it supports automatic load balancing [40]. To load balance, it
uses CHARM++’s framework and abstractions, particularly its load balancer. The
load balancer framework collects processor’s workload information, and uses this
information to rebalance the unbalanced system by moving MPI process from heavily
loaded nodes to lightly loaded nodes. Thus, Adaptive MPI is limited to collecting
workload information and rebalancing the workload in the system.

2.2.4

Other MPI Implementations

STAR-MPI is an extension added to MPICH [41, 42], which supports automatic
selection of collective algorithms for MPI collective operations. It contains collective
routines and multiple routines for each of these routines. During application runtime,
when application calls a collective operation, STAR-MPI selects an algorithm and an
implementation for the operation based on application characteristics and machine
topology.
HP-MPI is an MPI implementation that supports multiple interconnects and
multi-protocol execution. Its reconfiguration support is limited to using profile data
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to make topology aware decisions [17]. For example, during launch of an application,
it uses profile data (application data from a prior run) to choose algorithms for
collective operations, and place MPI ranks onto the processor cores.

2.3

Profiling and Performance Monitoring

Although, performance monitoring tools and profilers (in this architecture) have a
similar functionality (they both collect application data and interpret the data for
performance), they both have different goals. A profiler collects application data to
understand application behavior, and an analyzer uses this data to suggest protocol
functionality changes that could lead to application performance improvement. In
contrast, performance monitoring systems collect application data and use this data
to identify performance bottlenecks, debug the application, or visualize the profiling
results. This section discusses some of the performance monitoring systems, and
compares their functionality to PRO-MPI.
Offline performance monitoring tools collect application data during the application execution, and analyze the data after application execution. Traced-based
performance monitoring tools such as Paradyn [43] and TAU [44], collect information about the events in a system, and use this data to understand the performance
behavior of the system [45, 46]. The trace-based monitoring tools are expensive, as
they require analyzing huge amounts of trace data. To reduce this overhead, PHOTON [47] and Supermon [48] use statistical sampling to reduce the trace data before
analyzing the data.
Unlike offline monitoring tools, online monitoring tools dynamically insert profiling code into executing programs and dynamically analyze the collected trace data
for performance or debugging. The biggest challenge for online monitoring tools is
to control the overhead of monitoring and aggregate performance data. The Ganglia
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monitoring system [49], a distributed monitoring system for HPC systems, controls
overhead by using multicast-based listen/announce protocols for monitoring nodes
and using tree structures for aggregating the state. Though Ganglia’s overhead is
low, it uses extra messages for monitoring. Other online monitoring tools based
on embedded gossip, reduce the overhead further by not using any extra messages
[50, 51]. Online monitoring tools with higher overhead such as Magpie [52] find application in e-commerce systems, where there is a higher tolerance for latencies than
in HPC systems.
Both online and offline performance monitoring tools monitor the system and
use the data for performance analysis. However, they do not use the collected information to adapt system functionality that could lead to application performance
improvement. In contrast, PRO-MPI uses the trace data to change system functionality and improve application performance.

2.4

Profile-driven Code Optimization

Profile-driven code optimization has been used to produce optimized code for a given
target architecture. For example, ATLAS (Automatically Tuned Linear Algebra
Software) optimizes the code by using the information obtained by a set of prerun experiments. When the code is first installed on a machine, ATLAS runs a
series of experiments to determine the optimal parameters for its kernels. Then it
uses these empirical results to tune the kernels so that they are optimized for the
processor architecture of the machine [53]. Like ATLAS, FFTW uses profile-driven
code optimization to improve the FFT kernel performance [54], and PHiPAC uses a
similar technique for optimizing matrix operations [55].
PLTO, a link-time code optimizer, uses profiles of past application runs to drive
code optimizations in MPI libraries; particularly it optimizes code by using compiler-
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style optimizations such as substituting inline routines, dead-code elimination, and
constant propagation [56].
Though both profile-driven code optimizers and PRO-MPI improve application
performance by using profile information, there are a few important differences between them. Profile-driven code optimizers improve application performance by
changing code which is functionally equivalent to un-optimized code. In contrast,
PRO-MPI uses profile-driven reconfiguration to improve application performance by
selecting appropriate functionality from the available library functionality. And,
PRO-MPI can use these systems to take advantage of optimized code.

2.5

Summary

Many frameworks described in this chapter provide composition models for functional
composition. But none of these systems provide mechanisms for building profiledriven reconfigurable systems. They lack mechanisms that can collect application
requirements, and convert this information to a set of protocol changes so that the
library functionality matches changing application requirements. Also, these systems
are not geared towards high-performance computing: abstractions do not support
message zero-copy, do not support high-performance network interfaces, does not
provide abstractions for building high-performance communication system, do not
provide abstractions required for one-sided message semantics, and the composition
model overhead degrades application performance.
Unlike MPI implementations mentioned in this chapter, PRO-MPI support for
reconfiguration is not limited to specific cases. It provides a framework for constructing fully-functional reconfigurable MPI implementations. The framework provides
mechanisms such as a profiler, an analyzer and a reconfiguration manager to collect
more wide range application characteristics, and use the profile information to drive
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a wide range of reconfigurations. It also provides the ability to add new reconfigurations, providing a scope for functional extension and re-use. Further, the framework
enables reconfiguration in other MPI implementations that support functional composition.
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PRO-MPI Architecture

3.1

Overview

PRO-MPI is a framework for developing and implementing reconfigurable MPI libraries. Its architecture is designed to ease the implementation of reconfigurable
MPI libraries. The architecture does this by enabling the use of profile driven reconfiguration in the libraries.
As discussed in Chapter 1, there are number of challenges in implementing the
reconfigurable libraries. To reconfigure and improve the application performance,
the libraries have to understand the communication behavior and performance bottlenecks of an application. During and after the reconfiguration, the libraries should
not disrupt the application execution, or affect the correctness of the solution. They
should support re-usability and extension of their functionality, and support addition of new reconfigurations and optimizations, so that implementing libraries is
more viable solution than building and implementing a customized communication
library.
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PRO-MPI’s architecture, shown in Figure 3.1, is designed to address the challenges of developing and implementing reconfigurable libraries. It consists of four
main components: communication Layer, profiler, analyzer and reconfiguration manager. The communication layer provides an MPI implementation, which can change
its functionality both at compile and run time. The profiler collects information required to understand the application’s communication behavior and drive the changes
(reconfiguration); it provides this information as a profile to the analyzer. The analyzer uses this information to change the protocol functionality of the communication
layer. The reconfiguration manager executes these actions, and ensures smooth transition of the system after reconfiguration.
The remainder of this chapter describes the PRO-MPI architecture in detail.
Section 3.2, 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 describes in detail each of the PRO-MPI components.
Section 3.6 provides an example PRO-MPI implementation that improves HyperCLaw performance (an example HPC application described in Chapter 1). Section
3.7 provides a list of potential MPI reconfigurations that could be implemented in
the PRO-MPI implementations.

3.2
3.2.1

Communication Layer
Overview

A communication layer provides an MPI implementation and other communication
services required by an application. The layer’s structure is driven to enable functional configuration and reconfiguration. Its interface hides profiler, analyzer, and
reconfiguration mechanisms to provide a standard access to the reconfigurable communication service. Though the communication layer architecture is defined in the
context of MPI libraries, it is general enough to construct other communication ser-
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Figure 3.1: PRO-MPI architecture

vices such as OpenMP, TCP or UDP.

The communication layer is a composition of modular functional elements. These
modules are self-contained communication functionality implementations, and they
provide a fixed interface for accessing its functionality. At compile time, the layer
chooses modules to define its functionality based on application characteristics and
hardware architecture. At run time, the layer’s functionality can be changed by
replacing or changing these modules to suit the changing application requirements.
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3.2.2

Structure of the Communication Layer

As mentioned previously, the communication layer is a composition of functional
modules or other communication layers, which provides a communication service to
an application. A module may implement a property for the service, or a different
variant of the same property, or some book keeping functionality. For example, a
communication layer implementing MPI is composed of modules each implementing
a MPI semantic. It might include modules for de-mulitplexing, implementing a
small message transfer protocol, and implementing a large message protocol. This
structure provides various advantages for implementing a communication service:

• Configurability: A communication service when implemented by a communication layer which is a composition of functional modules can be tailored to
suit application requirements and hardware architecture.
• Reconfigurability: A communication service when implemented as a composition of functional modules that can be added or removed at runtime can be
changed at runtime to match changing application demands.
• Functional Optimization: As a consequence of support for composition and
modularity in the layer’s structure, it can choose functional optimizations both
at compile time and runtime. Optimization, in a service, is a functional implementation that is efficient for a certain operating scenario. For example,
during an MPI application execution, different queue implementations are efficient based on the number of messages queued. If a process’ run-time state
has a large number of messages, MPI implementations using hash match tables
instead of list match tables

1

would reduce traversal latency. On contrast, if a

process’ run-time state has a small number of messages, MPI implementations
1 Match

table - In an MPI implementation, a match table is a data structure that
contains information required for demultiplexing the MPI messages.
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using list match tables would conserve memory while keeping the traversal latency low. This structure would allow the communication layer either to choose
a hash table implementation or a link list implementation.
• Reusability: Modules implementing various protocol functionality can be
used in many services. For example, in an MPI implementation, a RTS protocol implemented as a module can be used by large message transfer protocols
such as Eager Rendezvous and Rendezvous protocol.
• Extensibility: In this structure, adding a new service requires the developer to
implement only missing functional modules in the library. For example, a UDPlike transport protocol can be changed to a reliable message transfer protocol by
implementing modules that add sequence numbers, provide acknowledgement
for a message, and retransmit the lost message.

3.3
3.3.1

Profiler
Overview

A profiler collects application characteristics and operating environment information
to understand the application behavior and drive reconfiguration. For example, to
choose a collective algorithm and implementation for MPI Allreduce during runtime,
the profiler would collect the number of times the application uses MPI Allreduce,
topology of the machine, latency of the messages, and congestion information in the
network.
For a parallel application, the profiler collects application characteristics for each
process, which are then combined into a global profile. During a parallel application execution, each process might run on a different physical node. A local profile
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represents application characteristics of a process, which is a snapshot of its communication and resource usage characteristics. During runtime, local profiles are
generated, which are then combined at the end of application execution to generate
a global profile.
The key challenge for a profiler is to control the overhead (both computation and
memory) of collecting a profile. It typically collects message characteristics and operating environment information of an application in all its phases. While collecting
operating environment information, the local profile size usually stays constant with
increasing problem size. However while collecting the message characteristic information, the local profile grows exponentially as the number of messages increases
with increasing problem size. The architecture controls this overhead by filtering out
all messages that are irrelevant for a reconfiguration.

3.3.2

Types of Profiles

As mentioned above, a profile is a snapshot of an application’s communication characteristics. In profile-driven reconfiguration, an application run during which a profile
is collected is called the profile run, and an application run during which the communication layer functionality is changed to match application communication demands
is called the reconfiguration run. Based on the information contained in the profile
and timing of the profile collection, we have four different classes of profiles.
• Exact and Inexact Profiles
Profiles are collected in a profile run, and are used to drive a reconfiguration
in a reconfiguration run. The operating conditions – input data sets and input
parameters for the application, problem size, system size and target hardware
– between these runs can remain the same or change. If they remain the same,
the profiles used to drive a reconfiguration are exact profiles. If operating
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conditions are different for the profile run and the reconfiguration run, since
the profiles contain only partial information to drive the reconfiguration, they
are called inexact profiles.
• Online and Offline Profiles
The profiles that are generated during an application run and saved to the
disk, which are then used to drive a reconfiguration in a different application
run are offline profiles. In contrast, online profiles are generated and used in
the same application run.
Online profiling is computationally expensive, and affects the application performance adversely [57]. In this architecture, to limit the profiling overhead,
all online profiles are only local profiles i.e., an analyzer uses only local online
profiles to recommend changes to library functionality.

3.4

Analyzer

An analyzer recommends changes to the communication layer functionality based
on a profile and also schedules when changes will take effect. The goal of these
changes and their timing is to match communication layer functionality to changing
application requirements. This section elaborates more on the functionality and
different types of analyzers.
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3.4.1

Role of the Analyzer

Mapping Application Characteristics
The main functionality of an analyzer is to map profile information to communication
layer functionality changes that could improve application performance. It receives
the application profile from the profiler, which is a snapshot of an application’s
communication characteristics. The profile may have whole or partial information
to drive these changes. In this architecture, the analyzer is in agreement with the
profiler on the profile representation i.e., analyzer understand the format of a profile.
The functionality changes that the analyzer proposes can be a change in protocol functionality, parameter value or an algorithm or implementation for an operation. For example, the analyzer might select algorithms and implementation for the
collectives based on a profile that contains network topology, message latency and
congestion information. Sometimes the profile has only partial information; in that
case, the analyzer uses numerical analysis tools to construct the missing information.
For example, when a profile from a smaller problem size is used to drive a reconfiguration in a larger problem, the analyzer interpolates the partial profile to construct
a complete profile, which is then used for the analysis.

Monitoring System State and Operating Environment
In addition to the mapping, the analyzer triggers a reconfiguration in the layer by
monitoring a layer’s internal state and external operating environment. Typically, it
monitors message characteristics (messages exchanged, collectives, message buffers
used), and system state such as queue lengths, memory used, message latency, bandwidth and congestion in the network. When a certain system state is reached, the
reconfiguration manager is informed to execute the reconfiguration. The analyzer
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provides all the information needed to execute the reconfiguration.
Monitor code, in addition to triggering the reconfiguration, is also responsible
for detecting the application phases – a specific synchronization point of an application, or phase in the application execution after which communication characteristics change. The application phase detection depends on the hints provided by
an application (this architecture at present does not support automatic generation
of reconfiguration points). Using the hints, state information, and the schedule of
changes, the monitor code decides a change in application phase. In all reconfigurations mentioned in this dissertation (chapter 4 and 5), we use an application phase
as a reconfiguration point.

3.4.2

Online and Offline Analyzer

The analyzer maps profile information to a set of protocol functionality changes.
This mapping can be done offline i.e., when the profile run and reconfiguration run
are different, or it can be done online i.e., when the profile run and reconfiguration
run are the same.
In offline analysis, the analyzer provides protocol functionality changes to a reconfiguration manager before the start of a reconfiguration run. To recommend these
changes, the analyzer needs the snapshot of applications communication characteristics in a comprehensible format. In this architecture, for offline analysis, the profiler
provides a global offline profile which is obtained from a previous application run.
Before the start of execution of an application, the analyzer uses the profile to decide
the changes in protocol functionality for each application phase.
In online analysis, the analyzer provides protocol functionality changes to a reconfiguration manager only before the start of an application phase. This requires
both online profiling and online monitoring. This architecture as mentioned in the
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previous section supports generating online local profiles. The local profile provides
a snapshot of communication characteristics of an application’s previous communication phases. For online monitoring, the analyzer uses the monitor code to learn
system state, resource usage, and network conditions of previous application phase.
During start of each application phase, the analyzer uses the local profile and system
state information to decide the changes in protocol functionality for that phase.

3.4.3

Analysis of Inexact Profiles

Inexact profiles have partial application communication characteristics information
to drive a reconfiguration during a reconfiguration run. For analysis and to drive a
reconfiguration, the complete information on application characteristics is required.
To construct this missing information, the analyzer uses numerical analysis methods
such as interpolation and extrapolation [58]. While using these methods, the partial
information is used for some processes which are determined by the numerical methods, and for the remaining processes their information is derived or approximated
from the partial information.

3.4.4

Overhead of a Reconfiguration

Each reconfiguration action proposed by the analyzer requires computing, network,
and memory resources. If the change is either a change in protocol functionality or
replacement of a module, the overhead includes the cost of transferring the state and
quiescing all the process. An application experiences this overhead as an increase in
message latency, as a decrease in bandwidth, the unavailability of the CPU, or all of
these.
The analyzer proposes the change to the protocol functionality after a cost-benefit
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analysis of the reconfiguration. It considers, for cost-benefit analysis, the number of
times a change is required, resources required for each change, and performance benefits of the change. For example, the analyzer proposes a change in data structure for
the prepost receive queue from a link list implementation to a hash implementation,
if the change provides a total reduction in message latency. At each reconfiguration
point, the change of implementation for the queue is allowed by the analyzer if total
sum of reduction in message traversal latency for all messages during the application
phase is greater than overhead of state transfer (message pointer and book keeping
information), and the delay in processing receives, and demultiplexing messages.
The cost of a reconfiguration is specific to the reconfiguration, we provide the
details of cost-benefit analysis done by the analyzer for each reconfiguration as we
encounter them in this dissertation.

3.5

Reconfiguration Manager

The reconfiguration manager provides mechanisms for executing a reconfiguration,
and mechanisms for ensuring smooth transition of a system after reconfiguration.
This section presents architecture details of these mechanisms.

3.5.1

Protocols for System Operation

To ensure a smooth operation of the system after reconfiguration, the reconfiguration manager provides two protocols: a state transfer protocol and a co-ordination
protocol.
• State transfer protocol: The goal of this protocol is to transfer state information from the older module to a newer module. The reconfiguration manager
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uses a simple reliable packet transfer protocol as a state transfer protocol. The
older module acts as a server, and the newer module acts as a client during
state transfer. When replacing one communication layer by newer communication, each module in a communication layer acts as a client and a designated
leader module acts as a server, which synchronizes the state data into global
state data. The global state data is then transfered to a leader in the new
communication layer, which is responsible for distributing the state to all its
modules.
Before the state transfer, the modules are required to convert the state information into flat data packets. The newer module converts the flat data packets
into appropriate state information. The state transfer protocol does not impose
constraints on packing formats; the decision is left to individual reconfiguration
implementations.
• Coordination protocol: The goal of a coordination protocol is to synchronize all processes for a reconfiguration. The need for co-ordination arises from
the fact that in a parallel application more than one independent process is involved in reaching a solution, and the changes in one process affect the global
state. For example, if for a process, one message transfer protocol implementation is replaced by an alternate implementation, this reconfiguration affects all
processes receiving the message and it also affects in-transit data and control
messages. This protocol, in such a reconfiguration, would ensure all processes
interpret the received message correctly and no in-transit data or control messages are lost.
The co-ordination protocol implementation involves two parts, one that synchronizes the processes, and another part that quiesces all processes. The
synchronization is implemented using a barrier. When a process hits a barrier,
it waits for all other process to reach this point. At this point, the system moves
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to a quiesce state where inter-process communication is delayed, in-transit data
and control messages are temporarily queued, and data to the application is
temporarily queued. As a result in the quiesce state, the process library is safe
to reconfigure.

3.5.2

Mechanism for Implementing a Reconfiguration

The goal of this mechanism is to implement a reconfiguration. It is a control flow
system that on receiving a trigger for changing the functionality, uses state transfer
and coordination protocol to implement the changes.
Reconfiguration manager receives a trigger from an application or monitor code
to make changes to the protocol functionality. The application might trigger the
reconfiguration indicating the change in application phase (communication characteristics). The monitor code can also trigger the reconfiguration indicating the change
in resource availability or operating conditions.
After being triggered, the reconfiguration manager uses the coordination protocol to force the communication libraries to reach a synchronized state. Each process
executes a barrier routine (as part of coordination protocol) provided by the reconfigurable library to reach the synchronized state. All processes in the system wait at
the barrier and switch to a quiescent state. In quiescent state, all processes access
only library functionality that is not changed by a reconfiguration.
In addition to the trigger event, the reconfiguration manager also receives the
schedule of changes to the communication library. Based on these changes, the reconfiguration manager marks the modules and the communication layers for update.
If the changes involve replacing a module, the modules engage the state transfer protocol. If the changes does not involve replacement, then modules are simply updated
with new functionality.
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3.6

Example PRO-MPI Reconfiguration to Improve
HyperCLaw Performance

Figure 3.2 shows a PRO-MPI reconfiguration for HyperCLaw. As described in Chapter 1, HyperCLaw exhibits dynamic communication characteristics – both the number of communicating processes and processes pairs taking part in a communication
vary between time steps. Managing resources and using protocols based on these
characteristics can improve HyperCLaw performance.
Reconfiguration
Run
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Profiler
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Analyzer

Processes and protocol
assignment
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Reconfiguration
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Figure 3.2: An example PRO-MPI framework for HyperCLaw

PRO-MPI can improve HyperCLaw performance by efficiently using low-latency
connections. As research shows, the overhead of managing low-latency connections
can degrade application performance when large numbers of processes use them [34].
So, current MPI implementations use a limited number of low-latency connections.
They assign these limited connections statically to processes that communicate dur-
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ing the initial phase. For applications such as HyperCLaw, which has dynamic
communication chracteristics, this static assignment underutilizes the connections.
To improve the utilization, PRO-MPI dynamically assigns a limited number of connections to process pairs based on messages exchanged and communication topology.
Thus dynamic assignment improves the application performance by assigning lowlatency connections to process pairs that exchange large number of messages.
To carry out this reconfiguration, each component plays a role as shown in the
Figure 3.2.
• Communication layer, which is an MPI implementation, supports both configuration and reconfiguration of its functionality. It would allow selecting protocol functionality at compile time based on the network hardware architecture.
It would allow assigning low-latency protocols and high-bandwidth protocols
based on application message characteristics.
• Profiler collects HyperCLaw message characteristics during the profile run.
These message characteristics include message size, number of messages sent
by each process, and source and destination of each message. It also collects
resources used by each MPI process, particularly registered buffers that are
used by low-latency connections.
To collect message characteristics, the MPI libraries are instrumented with
profiler code. Besides message characteristics, the profiler code also logs application phase information, registered buffer usage and low-latency connections
established by each process. The log information (local profile) is saved to a
flat text file on the disk. It is then combined, at the end of the application
execution, with other local profiles into a global communication profile of the
application.
• Analyzer: During the profile run, the analyzer converts the profile – message
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log of each process – into a set of process pair priorities. It prioritizes each
process pair based on message exchange frequency. Since the message exchange
frequencies change after each application phase (for the class of applications
considered here), the priority of process pairs might also change after each
application phase.
These process priorities determine the processes that are allowed to open lowlatency connections. For example, if low-latency connections are limited to n
(n < number of application processes), the analyzer assigns low-latency connections to n process with the lowest priority. The analyzer then sends this
information to the reconfiguration manager, which uses it for assigning connections during a reconfiguration run.
• Reconfiguration manager:
After being triggered at the end of an application phase, during the reconfiguration run, the reconfiguration manager modifies the low-latency connection
allocation for all processes. At the end of an application phase, it first safely
resets all low-latency connections, and then uses the information provided by
the analyzer to make new connection assignments. Thus, the reconfiguration
manager performs dynamic connection assignment based on message exchange
frequency and message exchange topology.

3.7

MPI Reconfigurations

Table 3.2 lists MPI optimizations which could be implemented in a PRO-MPI implementation. For each optimization, a table entry provides a description of the
optimization, MPI routine (operation) that is improved, message characteristic that
is relevant for the optimization, performance characteristic that is improved, operating conditions that is required, and cost of the optimization. Table 3.1 provides the
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meanings of some terms used while describing the optimizations.
To reconfigure, PRO-MPI chooses an optimization based the message characteristics of an application and operating conditions. As seen in the table, each MPI
operation has many optimizations each for a different message characteristic or a
different operating condition. The analyzer based on the application profile would
recommend an appropriate optimization (that improves a performance characteristic) for the operation.
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Table 3.1: List of terms that are used to describe the optimizations

Term
Description

Process

A MPI process

Sender

A MPI process that sends a MPI message.

Receiver

A MPI process that receives a MPI message by posting a matching receive.

Matching receive

A receive posted on a receiver that has matching bits (source, destination,
tag) which matches a particular message.

Control data

MPI header information

Small message

A MPI message which has data that is less than 12 KB; however in most
implementations this a configurable value.

Large message

A MPI message which has data that is greater than 12 KB; however in most
implementations this a configurable value.

RDMA

A user-level or hardware-level message transfer protocol which allows the
sender to write the message into the receiver’s application buffer.

Short queues

For these optimizations, it is assumed that queues of less than 50 items are
short queues.
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Long queues

For these optimizations, it is assumed that queues of greater than 50 items
are long queues.

MPI Send (standard)

This notation is used to indicate a standard mode MPI Send. In this mode,
the MPI implementation can decide to buffer the outgoing message or not
buffer the message. If it buffers the message, the send completes once the
message is buffered, and irrespective of its matching receive status on the
receiver. If the message is not buffered, the send is completed once the
matching receive is posted on the receiver, and the message is copied to the
application buffers.

MPI Send (synchronized)

This notation is used to indicate a synchronized mode MPI Send. In this
mode, the send can be started whether or not a matching was posted.
However, the send is completed after the receive is posted, and the transfer
of message has started.

MPI Send (buffered)

This notation is used to indicate a buffered mode MPI Send. In this mode,
the send can be started whether or not a matching receive was posted, and
the operation can be completed before a matching receive is posted.
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Table 3.2: List of MPI optimizations that could be implemented in a PRO-MPI implementation
Description of the
Optimization

Improved MPI
Operation

Message
Characteristics

Improved
Performance
Characteristic

Optimal
Operating
Conditions

Cost

Eager: Send matching
data and control
(matching)
information eagerly

MPI Send
(standard,
synchronized)

Small messages

Reduces
message
transfer
latency for
small messages

Reduces latency
when a matching
receive is posted

When a matching
receive corresponding
to the send is not
posted, buffer space is
wasted on the receiver
process

Rendezvous: Send
control (matching)
information and RTS
to the receiver, and
send data after
receiving a CTS

MPI Send
(standard,
synchronized,
buffered)

Long messages

Improves
message
bandwidth

Improves
bandwidth when a
matching receive is
not posted.

When a matching
receive corresponding
is not posted, eager
rendezvous protocol
provides better
message bandwidth

Eager Rendezvous:
Send matching
(control) information
and data to the
receiver irrespective of
posted receive status

MPI Send
(standard,
synchronized,
buffered)

Long messages

Improves
effective
message
bandwidth

Improves
bandwidth when a
matching receive is
posted

When a matching
receive corresponding
to the send is not
posted, the data has
be sent twice

RDMA mechanism
with persistent buffers:
Send data from an
user application buffer
to a receiver’s
application buffer

MPI Send
(standard,
synchronized,
buffered)

Small messages

Reduces
message
transfer
latency for
small messages

Reduces small
message latency,
when few processes
are communicating

Polling overhead
affects scalability and
performance, when a
large number of
processes are
communicating
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Send/Receive: Send
data to a receiver
library and copy the
data from the library
memory to the
application memory
buffers

MPI Send
(standard,
synchronized,
buffered)

Small messages

Reduces
message
transfer
latency for
small messages

Reduces small
message latency as
send/receive does
not have the
polling and
registration
overhead like
RDMA mechanism

Copy overhead (from
library buffers to
application buffers)
adds to the message
latency

Preposted receive
queue, unexpected
message queue, and
send queue
implemented as hash
tables

MPI Send
MPI Recv

Large number
of unmatched
messages
and/or large
number of
posted receives

Reduces queue
traversal
latency and
thus message
latency

Reduces queue
traversal latency
for long queues
because of the
hash queue’s
constant look up
time

For short queues, the
hash function
evaluation and
memory allocation
overhead can affect
the message latency

Preposted receive
queue, unexpected
message queue, and
send queue
implemented as linked
lists

MPI Send
MPI Recv

Small number
of unmatched
messages
and/or small
number of
posted receives

Reduces queue
traversal
latency and
thus message
latency

Reduces queue
traversal latency
for short queues

Queue traversal
latency increases
linearly with queue
length and hence
increases the message
latency for long queues

Buffering: A
unmatched message on
the receiver is buffered
until a matching
receive is posted

MPI Send
MPI Recv

Large number
of preposted
receives

Improves
achieved
application
bandwidth

More effective
usage of the
network
bandwidth

If a matching receive is
posted after long delay
after the message
arrives, scalability
suffers as memory
requirement increases

Pulling: A unmatched
message is dropped on
arrival at the receiver,
if a matching receive is
not posted by the
receiver, and data has
to be sent again by the
sender

MPI Send
MPI Recv

Small number
of prepost
receives

Improves
achieved
application
bandwidth

More effective use
of memory, if only
a small percentage
of receives are
posted

If a matching receive
is posted after the
message arrives, the
message is dropped
wasting bandwidth
and CPU resources
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Application bypass for
reduction operations:
Reduction operations
are performed on a
group of processes
organised as a tree.
With application
by-pass, the parent
process need not wait
while the children
processes perform
operations on the data
and send it to the
parent process.

MPI Reduce (all
reduce operations)

Process skew

Improves CPU
utilization

In presence of
process skew, the
parent process has
to wait for the
children processes.
However with
application
by-pass, this CPU
time can be
utilized for other
computations

Matching queues
implemented as
associative list on
hardware

MPI Send,
MPI Receive

Large number
of prepost
receives

Reduces queue
traversal
latency and
thus reduces
message
transfer
latency

Improves queue
traversal latency
for long queues
because of
constant look up
time

For short queues
lengths (< 70) shows
no improvement

Ready-mode Receive:
Post a receive without
searching in the
un-matched receive
queue. This type of
receive can be used in
correspondence with
ready-mode send as
ready-mode does not
start until a matching
receive is posted

MPI RSend

Messages sent
using ready
mode send

Reduces queue
traversal
latency and
thus reduces
message
transfer
latency

Proves to be
advantageous
when there is a
long un-matched
queue

Not advantageous for
short un-matched
queues

MPI fence immediate
method: Use two
barriers for
synchronizing the
processes in a
communicator during
the one-sided
operations.

MPI Win Fence

When most or
all processes of
a
communicator
participate in a
MPI Put (Get,
Accumulate)

Reduces synchronization
overhead for
one-sided MPI
operations

Reduces
synchronization
overhead for
machines with a
hardware
implemented
barrier and a low
latency network

Cost = 2 ∗ (log p) ∗ lat;
Where p is the number
of process in a
communicator; lat latency of a message
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Cost = (log p) ∗ lat +
2(p − 1) ∗ (t); lat latency of a message, t
- transfer time for a
byte

MPI fence deferred
method: Use one
reduce-scatter
operation for
synchronizing the
processes of a
communicator during
the one-sided
operations.

MPI Win Fence

When most or
all processes of
a
communicator
participate in a
MPI Put (Get,
Accumulate)

Reduces synchronization
overhead for
one-sided MPI
operations

Post-Start-CompleteWait immediate
method: Wait for
messages from all the
processes in a group
during a MPI Start,
MPI Complete and
MPI Wait

MPI Post (-StartComplete-Wait)

When only few
processes of a
communicator
participate in a
MPI Put (Get,
Accumulate)
operation

Reduces synchronization
overhead for
one-sided MPI
operations

Cost = 2*g*lat ;
g-number of processes
in a origin and target
group; lat - latency of
a message

Post-Start-CompleteWait deferred method:
Waits for messages
from all the processes
in a group only for
MPI Win Complete

MPI Win Post
(-Start-CompleteWait)

When only few
processes of a
communicator
participate in a
MPI Put (Get,
Accumulate)
operation

Reduces synchronization
overhead for
one-sided MPI
operations

Cost =g*lat ;
g-number of processes
in a origin and target
group ;lat - latency of
a message.

Lock-Unlock with
immediate
synchronization

MPI Lock
(Unlock)

When only two
processes
participate in a
MPI Put (Get,
Accumulate)
operation

Reduces synchronization
overhead for
one-sided MPI
operations

Cost = 4*latency of a
message

Lock-Unlock with
immediate method
synchronization

MPI Lock
(Unlock)

When only two
processes
participate in a
MPI Put (Get,
Accumulate)

Reduces synchronization
overhead for
one-sided MPI
operations
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Cost has one
latency term, so
this method is
preferable over
Immediate method
for a machine with
high latency
network

If only one remote
operation is
performed or
atleast one
MPI Get operation
is performed

Cost < 4*latency of a
message transfer
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RDMA pipeline
protocol: Overlap
RDMA operation and
memory registration
upto pipeline depth,
and free the
registrations after the
send operation

MPI Send
(standard,
synchronized,
buffered,
ready-mode)

Large
messages

Decreases
memory
requirements
over RDMA
Direct protocol

Applications with
lower buffer reuse

With higher buffer
reuse, RDMA Direct
protocol is more
advantageous

RDMA Direct
protocol: Message
transfer using
registered buffers that
are cached for future
reuse

MPI Send
(standard,
synchronized,
buffered,
ready-mode)

Large
messages

Amortizes
memory
registration
overhead and
increases
bandwidth

Applications with
higher buffer reuse

With lower buffer
reuse, RDMA Pipeline
is more advantageous

RDMA message
transfer only on static
memory

MPI Send
(standard,
synchronized,
buffered,
ready-mode)

Small messages

Eliminates
memory
registration
overhead and
reduces
message
transfer
latency

When processes
use a small number
of small messages

RDMA operations are
restricted to static
memory and requires
copy-in copy-out if
more memory is
required

RDMA message
transfer using on the
fly memory
registration

MPI Send
(standard,
synchronized,
buffered,
ready-mode)

Small messages

Reduces
message
transfer
latency

When processes
use a small number
of small messages

Registering message at
message transfer
increases message
latency

Scalable Fault tolerant
protocol for parallel
runtime environment
based on k-ary sibling
tree

Parallel runtimes
such as Open
MPI’s runtime
environment, mpd
of mpich, Harness
of FT-MPI

Improves
scalability and
fault tolerance
of a parallel
run time

Improves fault
tolerance as it can
tolerate upto k
process failures
(for network to be
bisected)
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3.8

Summary

This chapter described architectural details of the framework, PRO-MPI, for constructing reconfiguration MPI libraries. It provides architectural details of four main
components of the framework: profiler, communication layer, analyzer and reconfiguration manager. Also, it explains the role of each component and interactions of
these components during a reconfiguration with an example.
PRO-MPI architecture provides a set of abstractions for implementing reconfigurable MPI libraries. The profiler and analyzer together understand the communication behavior of an application, and propose a set of changes to the protocol
functionality that can improve the application performance. The mechanisms to implement the changes are decoupled into another component of the framework: the
reconfiguration manager. And the communication functionality is decoupled from
all other components.
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Cactus PRO-MPI Implementation

4.1

Overview

The architecture described in Chapter 3 provides a framework (PRO-MPI) for constructing reconfiguration MPI libraries. This chapter presents a reconfigurable MPI
implementation, Cactus PRO-MPI, based on the framework. The prototype implementation also includes an example reconfiguration. We demonstrate that this
reconfiguration can improve synthetic benchmark performance.
In this chapter, we present details of the Cactus PRO-MPI implementation, which
is based on Cactus and the Configurable Transport Protocol (CTP). Cactus PROMPI is implemented as an enhancement to CTP. At present, it only supports pointto-point semantics of the MPI specification. To support reconfiguration, the implementation includes the profiler, analyzer and reconfiguration manager. The profiler,
analyzer and reconfiguration manager are designed to functionally support preposted
receives reconfiguration.
The remainder of the chapter describes this implementation. Section 4.2 de-
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scribes Cactus and CTP. Section 4.3 describes the details of Cactus PRO-MPI implementation. Section 4.4 describes the example reconfiguration implemented in the
prototype. In Section 4.5, we provide an evaluation of the implementation using the
reconfiguration, and measure the performance impact on the benchmarks.

4.2

Cactus and CTP

Cactus PRO-MPI is an enhancement to the CTP, which in turn is implemented in
the Cactus composite protocol framework. This section briefly describes Cactus and
CTP. A detailed description of Cactus and its execution structure can be found in
[59], of the message abstraction used by Cactus in [60], and of CTP itself in [61].
The Cactus description is mostly extracted from our paper [15].

4.2.1

Cactus

Cactus is a system for constructing highly-configurable protocols for networked and
distributed systems. It supports two-level functional composition, which provides
flexibility required for building the configurable services, particularly, network protocols. Individual protocols in Cactus, generally termed composite protocols, implement
a protocol functionality such as transport protocol or RPC. They compose hierarchically to provide a configurable service. They are inturn constructed from fine-grained
software modules called microprotocols that interact using an event-driven execution
paradigm. Each microprotocol implements a different function of the protocol. Cactus, in addition to functional composition, provides a message abstraction that is
optimized for configurable systems.
Two-level functional composition (composite protocol and microprotocol) is designed to provide flexibility and functional granularity for building highly config-
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urable protocols. Composite protocols include protocol functions such as push, pop
and demux operations, which are responsible for moving the data in and out of the
protocol. Besides the protocol functions, the composite protocol includes microprotocols each of which implements a protocol function or property, and data abstraction
that is shared by all the micro-protocols. For example, if a composite protocol implements a transport protocol, the microprotocols in the composite protocol might add
sequence numbers to messages, segment messages, or provide flow control. A microprotocol implementation includes initialization code, private data, and a collection
of event handlers. They interact with each other using an event driven model.
Processing of structured messages by microprotocol-defined event handlers comprises the basic programming model of Cactus. Events are used to signify state
changes of interest, such as “message arrival from the network”. When such an
event occurs, all event handlers bound to that event are executed. Events can be
raised explicitly by microprotocol instances or implicitly by the composite protocol
runtime system.
The Cactus runtime system provides a variety of operations for managing composite protocols, microprotocols, events, and event handlers. Composite protocols
and microprotocols are created by initializing protocol objects using cInitProtocol()
and cInitMicroProtocol(). Microprotocols are added to the composite protocol using
cAddMicroProtocol(). Microprotocols can create new events, in addition to default
events, and delete events using cCreateEvent() and cDeleteEvent(). In addition to
traditional blocking events, Cactus events can also be raised with a specified delay
to implement time-driven execution, and can be raised asynchronously. Other operations are available for unbinding handlers, halting event execution, and canceling a
delayed event.
Finally, for building configurable protocols, Cactus supports a message abstraction, named message attributes, and a synchronization mechanism. In this abstrac-
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tion, data is added to the message as a named attribute. Named message attributes
enable message customization that is required for configurable systems. A microprotocol adds custom information using named message attributes in a message without
affecting other microprotocol’s information. The scope of the named attributes correspond to composite protocol (local), a single node (stack), or to all the nodes the
message travels (network). Cactus runtime provides SetMsgAttr(message, scope, attribute, data), and GetMsgAttr(message, scope, attribute) operations to set and get
the attribute values.
Synchronization and coordination of execution activities in Cactus is accomplished through hold bits that may be associated with data items. The hold bits
are a set of boolean flags associated with a message. These hold bits are used mainly
to coordinate activities such as sending and deallocating a message across multiple
microprotocols. Cactus provides two types of hold bits in each message to control
these activities, send bits and deallocate bits. Each microprotocol that needs to control the message is allocated a hold bit. When all send bits in a message are set, the
message is allowed to move up/down the protocol stack. And, when all deallocate
bits are set, the message is deleted.

4.2.2

CTP

CTP is a message-oriented configurable transport protocol written in the Cactus
framework, primarily for use on local-area and wide-area network (e.g. Ethernet)
connections. CTP includes a wide range of microprotocols for operating in this environment, including microprotocols implementing acknowledgements (PositiveAck),
retransmissions (Retransmit), forward error correction (ForwardErrorCorrection),
and a range of congestion control mechanisms and policies (WindowedFlowControl,
TCPCongestionControl, etc.). Using these and other microprotocols, researchers
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have implemented CTP configurations that support TCP-like, UDP-like, and SCTPlike semantics.
Microprotocols in CTP handle a set of predefined events, particularly those that
indicate message availability from the network or an application. Two primary events
are used for processing outgoing messages - MessageFromUser indicates that a new
arbitrary-sized message is available for transmission, while SegmentToNet events are
generated by fragmentation/reassembly microprotocols that fragment messages into
segments for transmission over the network. Similarly, receive-side processing includes SegmentFromNet and MessageFromNet events, which again correspond to
fragmented packets and reassembled messages. Each microprotocol can bind these
handlers and set message attributes as appropriate.
CTP uses Cactus’ hold bits for coordinating the message activities. It uses send
bits for sending the message to an application or on to the network, and deallocate
bits for controlling the life span of a message. For example, the congestion control
and flow control microprotocols use send bits to control the message going to the
network, and ordering microprotocols controls the message going to the application
using send bits. Each microprotocol that processes the message is allocated a send
bit and deallocate bit. The hold bits allows the microprotocol to process the message
independent of other microprotocols.

4.3

Cactus PRO-MPI Infrastructure

To prototype PRO-MPI, we add a profiler, an analyzer, and a reconfiguration manager to CTP. This section presents implementation details of these components and
interactions between them. It also describes extensions to CTP protocol functionality
to provide MPI semantics and support reconfiguration.
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MPI
API: Open, Close, Push
Profiler

Microprotocols

Events

Profile

MPI Support
Eager
Rendezvous
Rendezvous
Shared
Data

Eager

MPI Wait

Segment
FromNet

Retransmit
Positive Ack

Analyzer

Segment
FromUser

Reconfiguration
Actions

Reconfigure

Transport
Driver

Reconfiguration
Manager

MPI/CTP

Figure 4.1: Architecture of Cactus PRO-MPI showing the profiler, the analyzer, and
newly added microprotocols and events. The newly added microprotocols
and the events are shown as grey colored components.

4.3.1

Communication Layer (MPI/CTP)

Our implementation of MPI/CTP includes a variety of additions, particularly new
microprotocols, new message attributes, and careful interaction with existing CTP
microprotocols. The new microprotocols implement different MPI-specific protocol
algorithms and the new message attributes are used to carry MPI-specific information
for these microprotocols. The following sections describe these extensions. A diagram
illustrating these changes is shown in figure 4.1.

MPI Support Microprotocol. Because CTP originally used TCP-like message
demultiplexing based on port numbers instead of MPI matching semantics, we first
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had to introduce protocols that customized CTP to support MPI matching semantics.
The MPISupport microprotocol is responsible for implementing basic MPI matching
semantics in CTP by receiving post requests from the applications through the CTP
control interface and making posted and unexpected queues available to other microprotocols for their use. An API to these lists is provided for other MPI/CTP
microprotocols to use as necessary. In addition, MPISupport handles miscellaneous
local requests that do not require message generation and processing, for example
calls to MPI Wait(). Note that MPISupport introduces a new MPIWait event to CTP
to signal threads blocked on synchronous MPI calls.

Message-Handling Microprotocols. MPI/CTP includes message-handling microprotocols for sending MPI messages over the network. MPI/CTP currently includes 3 microprotocols related to sending and receiving MPI-oriented messages:
Eager, Rendezvous, and EagerRendezvous; these correspond to common techniques
for sending short (Eager) and long (Rendezvous/ EagerRendezvous) MPI messages.
Like most CTP microprotocols, each microprotocol implements handlers for the
SegmentFromUser and SegmentFromNet events to enable them to process messages.
In response to messages from the application to send, these microprotocols may send
the message immediately or send a RTS to facilitate later transmission. Likewise, in
response to SegmentFromNet events, they may do nothing and rely on preexisting
CTP microprotocols to handle acknowledgements, or they may send or schedule
transmission of data to the requester if the received packet is an RTS or CTS.
The MPI/CTP microprotocols also set send and deallocate bits to coordinate
message transmission and deallocation with other CTP microprotocols, and set message attributes to transmit control information. We have added a handful of new
message attributes for the MPI-specific microprotocols, particularly RTS/CTS, rank,
tag, and communicator fields.
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Interactions with Existing Microprotocols. By writing MPI functionality as
an extension to CTP, MPI/CTP configurations retain full access to other CTP microprotocols that provide functionality that may be desirable in some cases. For
example, the PositiveAck microprotocol can be used to acknowledge message receipt in a short-message protocol without having to reimplement and reoptimize
acknowledgement functionality. Similarly, microprotocols such as Retransmit and
WindowedFlowControl allow MPI/CTP protocol configurations to work seamlessley in long-haul and lossy networks. Because all such functionality in CTP is optional, MPI/CTP configurations running over standard high-speed reliable fabrics
(e.g. Myrinet) need not pay the price for this functionality.

4.3.2

Profiler and Analyzer

The profiler and the analyzer are added to the CTP to collect message characteristics
and understand application communication behavior.
The profiler, in particular, collects message and resource usage characteristics.
The MPI layer (MPI layer shown in the Figure 4.1) is instrumented with the profiler
code that parses the MPI message header to record the message size, type, source and
destination of each message. To collect information about the MPI protocols used
for the message transfer, the event handlers and microprotocols are instrumented
with profiler code that records the event handlers and microprotocols executed for
each message. Also, the preposted receive queues and wait message queues are
instrumented with the profile code that records the lengths of queues at prescribed
intervals. The profiler uses the recorded information to generate a profile, which is
interpreted by an analyzer.
The analyzer maps the profile into a set of reconfiguration actions. It has an
offline component and an online component. The offline component analyzes the
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profile and generates a set of protocol changes - change control parameter values,
enable or disable event handlers, and enable or disable microprotocols. The online
component, mainly the monitor code, is implemented as part of the communication
layer. It is responsible for monitoring the state of the system (communication layer),
and triggering the reconfiguration. In Section 4.4, we demonstrate with an example
how the analyzer monitors the state of the communication layer and triggers the
reconfiguration.

4.3.3

Reconfiguration Manager

The reconfiguration manager can modify MPI/CTP functionality in three ways.
First, it controls the parameter values passed to the event handlers. Second, it
can disable and enable event handler execution, when an event is raised. Third, it
can enable and disable a microprotocol at runtime. The support for functionality
modification at multiple granularity provides enough flexibility for many reconfigurations.
All these changes are implemented by the MPISupport microprotocol. To remove
a microprotocol, it unbinds all event handlers corresponding to the microprotocol
using UnbindHandler() operation. And to add a microprotocol, it binds all event
handlers corresponding to the microprotocol using cBindHandler() operation. In
next section, we demonstrate with an example the functionality of the reconfiguration
manager.

4.4

Preposted Receives Reconfiguration

To improve the bandwidth availability of MPI applications and benchmarks that
have varying message arrival rates and that prepost receives at varying rates, we
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implemented a preposted receives reconfiguration. The above mentioned dynamic
behavior of an application results in varying MPI queue lengths, particularly preposted receive queues. The reconfiguration improves the application bandwidth by
enabling the sender MPI process to choose the transport protocols based on queue
length information.
In the implementation, the profiler collects queue lengths and corresponding
bandwidth information (while using both Rendezvous and EagerRendezvous). The
analyzer converts the information into a schedule which recommends the protocols
to be used for various preposted receive percentages. At runtime, the analyzer’s
monitor code monitors the queue lengths, and triggers reconfiguration based on
the previously generated schedule. On receiving the trigger, the reconfiguration
manager at the sender process makes the protocol switch between Rendezvous and
EagerRendezvous or vice versa.
The reconfiguration manager implements the reconfiguration (protocol switch)
by a combination of microprotocol reconfiguration and filtering code in messagepassing microprotocols. Only those message-passing microprotocols that are configured into a given MPI/CTP configuration (and hence have bound appropriate
event handlers) can process a message, allowing different message-transmission algorithms to be configured and reconfigured at a coarse scale. MPI/CTP uses this
level of protocol switch, namely reconfiguration, between microprotocols that process similar messages, for example between the Rendezvous and EagerRendezvous
message-processing microprotocols.
More fine-grained protocol adaptation on a message-by-message basis, specifically
the message size-based protocol switch, is done by parameterization. In particular,
each message-passing protocol is designated as either a long-message or short-message
protocol, a global shared variable that designates the switch-point between long and
short messages is exported by MPISupport, and each configured microprotocol only
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handles an outgoing message if it is of the appropriate size. Note that this requires
that only one short and one long message protocol be configured into MPI/CTP at
a given time.

4.5

Evaluation

To evaluate our Cactus PRO-MPI design, we used a simple prototype implementation
of the MPI point-to-point calls using the design described in Section 4.3. This
implementation runs on Myricom GM, supports all of the various MPI point-topoint calls, but does not support MPI collective communications.
We tested two different elements of our Cactus PRO-MPI prototype, namely basic
message-passing bandwidths and message-passing bandwidth with reconfiguration.
We compared message-passing bandwidth of Cactus PRO-MPI with Open MPI and
MPICH (both are production-quality implementations), to understand the overhead
of Cactus PRO-MPI. To understand Cactus PRO-MPI’s reconfiguration ability, we
measured message-passing bandwidth for fixed-size messages with protocol reconfiguration based on the percentage of messages preposted at the receiver.

4.5.1

Setup

We tested the above mentioned scenarios between two dual-processor 2.2 GHz Pentium III Xeon machines with Myrinet Lanai7 adapters [62]. Each machine ran Linux
kernel version 2.4.2 and GM 2.1.1 [63, 64, 65]. We compared bandwidths of our
implementation versus those of Open MPI 1.0.2 and MPICH/GM 1.2.6.
To run the above scenarios, we used a synthetic benchmark which varied the
posted receives on the receiver MPI process while a sender MPI process sends the
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messages. Using this benchmark, we measured bandwidth between the processes
keeping the percentage of posted receives constant. We measured Cactus PRO-MPI
and the other two MPI implementations bandwidth using benchmarks from The
Ohio State University [66].

4.5.2

Synthetic Benchmark Results

Cactus PRO-MPI Overhead
Figure 4.2 shows the basic bandwidth performance of our prototype implementation.
As can be seen in Figure 4.2, our prototype achieves approximately 81% of the
point-to-point bandwidth of the OpenMPI or MPICH/GM implementations. The
performance difference is due to the costs of extra copies that the existing CTP
framework currently imposes on our prototype. Eliminating these copies should
make Cactus PRO-MPI bandwidth-competitive with OpenMPI.
Figure 4.3 shows how Cactus PRO-MPI bandwidth varies by percentage of preposted receives with 32 KB messages. As can be seen, the standard rendezvous
protocol outperforms an eager rendezvous protocol when 80% or less of receives are
preposted. For carefully written applications where most receives are preposted, it
is well known that an eager large-message protocol can acheive better performance
[67]. This effect can be easily seen in MPI/CTP.

MPI/CTP Protocol Reconfiguration
To test the ability of Cactus PRO-MPI to optimize MPI behaviour through dynamic protocol reconfiguration, we enabled the reconfiguration manager to reconfigure which long message protocol Cactus PRO-MPI used based on feedback from
the analyzer on the average percentage of receives preposted at the receiver. The
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Figure 4.2: Comparative Eager Message Bandwidth

reconfiguration manager then dynamically changed between the EagerRendezvous
and Rendezvous long message protocols by binding and unbinding handlers in each
microprotocol at runtime; cutoffs for the protocol switch were determined ahead of
time based on the information shown in Figure 4.4.
Figure 4.4 shows that reconfiguration in Cactus PRO-MPI allows it to dynamically adjust its behavior based on remote application behavior, thereby optimizing
available MPI protocol bandwidth. As Cactus PRO-MPI becomes more carefully
tuned, we expect this to allow applications to acheive better MPI performance by
dynamically reconfiguring protocol behavior based on application needs.
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4.6

Summary

In this chapter, we evaluated the design of PRO-MPI with an example implementation Cactus PRO-MPI. Cactus PRO-MPI demonstrated the feasibility of the
PRO-MPI architecture for building reconfigurable systems. Using the prototype, we
showed how reconfigurable MPI implementation can deal with dynamic application
behavior, for example changing percentages of preposted receives, and to reconfigure
at runtime based on this changing behavior. It demonstrated the usefulness of flexibility at various granularity levels (microprotocols, event handlers and composite
protocol) to reconfigure functionality. The results showed the Cactus PRO-MPI’s
ability to reconfigure with very little overhead. However comparing Cactus PROMPIś bandwidth with Open MPI and MPICH shows that it can achieve only 80%
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bandwidth achieved by Open MPI or MPICH. This overhead as mentioned in Section
4.5.2 is due to the CTP and Cactus implementation.
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5.1

Overview

In this chapter, we present a reconfigurable MPI implementation, Open PRO-MPI,
based on PRO-MPI and Open MPI that supports reconfiguration and full MPI semantics. The implementation includes two reconfiguration implementations both of
which, as we will show, improve the performance of HPC applications.
Open PRO-MPI is implemented as an extension to Open MPI by adding PROMPI components – profiler, analyzer, and reconfiguration manager. Open MPI acts
as a communication layer that provides an MPI implementation to the applications.
The profiler, analyzer, and reconfiguration manager modify Open MPI’s protocol
functionality in response to changing application characteristics. Open PRO-MPI
components are geared particularly towards optimizing RDMA connections and registered buffer usage in Open MPI.
The remainder of the chapter describes this implementation and an evaluation of
its performance. Section 5.2 describes Open MPI in which reconfigurations were im-
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plemented. It also describes Infiniband and various protocols it supports for message
transfer. Section 5.3 describes other components of Open PRO-MPI. Section 5.4
describes the example reconfigurations implemented in Open PRO-MPI. In Section
5.5, we provide a evaluation of the implementation using these reconfigurations, and
measure the performance impact on HPC applications and benchmarks.

5.2
5.2.1

Open MPI and Infiniband
Open MPI

Open MPI is a MPI-2 implementation [1], which was designed and implemented after
drawing experiences from other MPI implementations such as LAM/MPI [68], LAMPI [69], and FT-MPI [70]. Besides being MPI-2 complaint, Open MPI supports
concurrent and multi-threaded applications. Its design goal is to efficiently support various hardware architectures such as supercomputers, clusters of commodity
nodes, and grids (nodes on a wide-area network). To efficiently support various architectures, Open MPI supports message transfer on various network interfaces which
includes TCP/IP, Myrinet [71, 62], Quadrics [72], and Infiniband; it utilizes available
multiple network interfaces to maximize bandwidth availability by network striping
and improve fault tolerance by dynamically handling the loss of network devices.
Open MPI uses a well-defined component architecture, the MPI Component Architecture (MCA) [5]. The component architecture contains three functional areas:
MCA, component frameworks, and modules. MCA manages and provides services
to the component framework such as passing parameters from a higher layer to components and modules, and configuring, installing and initializing components. Each
component framework performs a particular task in Open MPI. For example, Open
MPI includes component frameworks such as a point-to-point transport layer and
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Figure 5.1: Open MPI point to point component architecture

a point-to-point management layer for managing and implementing point-to-point
operations. The component frameworks are also responsible for managing modules.
Modules are self-contained software components that implement communication
functionality. Modules, which needs to be included, are specified in the Open MPI
configuration scripts; during Open MPI compilation, scripts discover the modules
and these modules are compiled with other Open MPI code. They can be included
in component frameworks either as static libraries or shared libraries; this flexibility
provides the ability for including third-party modules that do not provide module
source code. The included modules can choose to be enabled at runtime. If enabled,
they are initialized and allocated resources.
To support point-to-point communication over specific networking hardware,
Open MPI uses mainly three component frameworks: PML (point-to-point management layer), BML (BTL management layer), and BTL (Byte transfer layer). Figure
5.1 provides a general architecture of Open MPI’s point-to-point implementation.
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PML provides various MPI point-to-point semantics: Standard, Buffered, Ready
and Synchronous. It supports various MPI protocols (Eager send and Rendezvous),
and is capable of using various types of interconnects (send/recv and RDMA). Besides that, the PML provides higher-level services such as message fragmentation and
reassembly and matching necessary to support the MPI interface over a given BTL
layer. BTL abstracts network interfaces, such as Ethernet, Infiniband, Myrinet, to
provide data transfer services; it implements send/recv operations and RDMA operations(GET and PUT) over the network interfaces. The BML layer is a thin management layer between PML and BTL, which is mainly responsible for multiplexing
MPI messages across BTLs. Besides PML, BML and BTL, the point-to-point communication architecture uses the Mpool component for memory management and
the Rcache component for caching memory registrations.
Our work has focused primarily on optimizing the use of the OpenIB BTL, a BTL
component that transfers data over Infiniband links using OpenIB’s verbs interface.
It is managed by the OB1 and DR PML framework. OB1 and DR PML implement
MPI protocols, buffer messages and use the OpenIB BTL for message transfer on
Infiniband interfaces. Each port on the Inifiniband interface has a module initialized
for it. When using OB1 and OpenIB BTL, short messages are sent using an eager
protocol and large messages are sent using a rendezvous protocol. Since Infiniband
interfaces are RDMA capable, eager messages can use either send/recv protocol or
RDMA protocol based on resource availability. Long messages, based on the flag
settings, can use send/recv, RDMA Direct protocol or RDMA Pipeline protocol.
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5.2.2

Infiniband

The Infiniband specification was originally proposed as a general I/O technology
[73]. However, currently, it is mainly used for interprocess communication in many
modern HPC machines. It provides various features to support communication in
HPC machines. Particularly, it supports RDMA and OS bypass required for lowlatency and high-bandwidth message transfer [74, 75].
Open MPI’s BTL, OpenIB BTL, which uses Infiniband fabric for message transfer, provides various RDMA protocols. For large message transfer, it provides RDMA
Direct and RDMA Pipeline, and for small message transfer, it provides a eager
RDMA protocol. The long message protocols are optimized for controlling the cost
of memory buffer registerations. In RDMA Direct protocol, the memory registrations
are cached for the lifetime of an application execution, amortizing the registration
cost. RDMA Direct protocols require the buffers to pre-registered, if they are not
registered on first use, however after the first use, the buffers are registered and
cached for subsequent use. In the RDMA Pipeline protocol, the buffers are registered during message transfer and de-registered after message transfer. However, the
buffer registration cost is masked by transferring the message using send/recv protocol during registration. Since the RDMA Pipeline protocol does not cache buffer
registrations for future use, the buffers are re-registered every time an application
reuses the buffers. More details of these protocols are in [34].

5.3

PRO-MPI: Open MPI infrastructure

To support profile-based protocol reconfiguration and optimization, PRO-MPI supplements Open MPI with three additional elements. Figure 5.2 is a logical representation of Open PRO-MPI, which is implemented as an extension to Open MPI.
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Figure 5.2: Open PRO-MPI components and their use to control a protocol reconfiguration.

In this implementation, the profiler collects information about application communication characteristics into a communication profile for later use; the analyzer uses
globally collected profiling information to generate schedules to drive reconfiguration
in later application runs; and the reconfiguration manager dynamically changes communication settings based on previously generated schedules. This section discusses
details of Open PRO-MPI components, and their integration with Open MPI.
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5.3.1

Profiler

The profiler generates a communication profile by collecting application characteristics and operating environment information. The information collected is geared to
drive a reconfiguration in a latter application run. Typically a profile has message
characteristics - size, type, frequency, resource usage information, network information - message latency, network congestion, and hardware architecture characteristics.
In this implementation, the function of profiler is limited to collecting message characteristics, and resource allocation and usage characteristics of an MPI application.
To generate an MPI application communication profile, the profiler collects and
combines MPI message characteristics, hardware dependent message characteristics,
and buffer usage characteristics. Profiler code in OB1 (PML component) logs every MPI message to determine MPI protocol (eager or rendezvous) used for message transfer, MPI semantics (standard, buffered, ready, synchronous) of the message transfer, source and destination processes, size and type of the message. And,
the profiler collects hardware dependent message characteristics – transfer protocols
(send/recv or RDMA), message fragment latency – by logging every message after message fragmentation at the OpenIB BTL component. To collect buffer usage
characteristics, the profiler uses wrapper code around Mpool and Rcache components
that collects buffers used, frequency of reuse and lifetime of the buffers. At every
reconfiguration point, this profile is combined with other process profiles to generate
a global profile.

5.3.2

Analyzer

The analyzer uses an application profile to generate schedules to drive two reconfigurations: optimizing RDMA connection usage and optimizing registered buffer
usage. To optimize RDMA connection and registered buffer usage, it provides a set
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of process pairs for each reconfiguration point that maximizes the use of RDMA
connections and registered buffers. Since the process pairs that exchange the most
messages are expected to maximize the use of RDMA connection and buffers, it
selects process pairs based on their priority, which is dependent on the number of
messages exchanged between them.
The analyzer scripts filters all relevant messages for a reconfiguration from the
profile. It uses messages attributes to determine the messages exchanged between
any two processes. To optimize RDMA connections based on the message exchange
frequency, the analyzer filters all MPI small messages. Algorithm 1 shows the analyzer’s code fragment that filters the small messages from an application profile. The
input to the code fragment is the application profile, and the output is a message matrix that contains messages exchanged between any two processes in all application
time steps. In the code fragment, the function M ESSAGES() is used for extracting a message and its attributes from the profile, the functions SOU RCE() and
DEST IN AT ION () are used to extract the message attributes such as the source
and the destination of the message.
The process pairs are prioritized based on the messages exchanged between them.
Algorithm 2 shows the code fragment that assigns the priorities to the process pairs.
These priorities fill a P riorityM atrix (a 3 dimensional matrix), which is then accesible to the reconfiguration manager. An element, p[i][j[k], of the P riorityM atrix is
a priority between process i and j at time step k (a reconfiguration point). In the
code fragment, the function SORT DESEN DIN G() sorts a array in the descending order, and the function P RIORIT Y (x, y) provides the priority of the element x
in the array y.
The analyzer does additional processing if the operating environment of a reconfiguration run differs from the profiling run. If the problem size of a reconfiguration run is different from a profiled application run, the analyzer extrapolates
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Algorithm 1 Pseudocode to determine the number of small messages exchanged
between any two processes from an application profile.
Logfile ← profile
M axT imeStep ← input
for timestep = 1 to M AXT imeStep do
while M ESSAGES(Logf ile, timestep) do
message ← M ESSAGES(Logf ile, timestep)
if SIZE(message) ≤ 12KB then
src ← SOU RCE(message)
dst ← DEST IN AT ION (message)
M essagesExchanged[timestep][src][dst] + 1
end if
end while
end for
the 3-dimensional matrix to match the problem size of a reconfiguration run. The
analyzer can also handle other changes in operating environment such as change in
application input parameters.

5.3.3

Communication Layer and Dynamic Resource Management

As seen in the Figure 5.2, we use Open MPI as the communication layer for Open
PRO-MPI. It provides an MPI implementation to the applications. As mentioned
in Section 5.2.1, we focused mainly on modifying OpenIB BTL to support reconfiguration. To achieve this, we changed the implementation to add a notion of
reconfiguration points, support dynamic resource allocation and dynamic connection
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Algorithm 2 Pseudocode to compute the priorities of connections between any two
processes.
M essagesExchanged ← input
M axT imeStep ← input
for timestep = 1 to M axT imeStep do
for processi = 1 to M axP rocesses do
T empM essage ← M essagesExchange[timestep][src]
T empM essage ← SORT DESEN DIN G(T empM essage)
for processj = 1 to M axP rocesses do
connectioni,j ← M essagesExchanged[timestep][processi ][processj ]
priority ← P RIORIT Y (connectioni,j , T empM essage)
P riorityM atrix[timestep][processi ][processj ]← priority
end for
end for
end for
management, and in this section we discuss these changes in detail.

Reconfiguration Points

At a reconfiguration point, the protocol functionality changes in response to changing application characteristics or operating environment; at a reconfiguration point,
all processes of the application reach a global consensus on protocol changes, and
changes takes effect without affecting the correctness of the application execution. A
reconfiguration point can be an application time step or the end of a particular application phase (change in communication characteristics, change in resource usage
pattern, change from computation phase to communication phase or vice versa).
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Open PRO-MPI uses a counter in the PML layer to keep track of reconfiguration points. Since the counter is implemented in PML, it is accessible to the
applications, and other components and modules of the communication layer. MPI
applications access the variable by using non-state changing MPI calls ( for example, we use MPI Comm get name). Other modules and components in Open
PRO-MPI can modify the variable using newly-introducted internal functions such
as get reconf igpoint(), set reconf igpoint() and inc reconf igpoint(); as the names
indicate, get reconf igpoint() returns the present value, set reconf igpoint() changes
the value, and inc reconf igpoint() increments the reconfiguration counter.

Dynamic Resource Allocation
To be addressable and act as a communication endpoint in Infiniband, each process
requires many resources which includes QP (queue pair) and their corresponding
work queues (send work queue, receive queue) and completion queues. OpenIB
BTL allocates all these resources during component and module initialization. Besides these resources, Infiniband also requires another important resource – registered
buffers – which are used for sending and receving the messages bypassing the OS.
Registered buffers are valuable resources, as physical pages that are used by registered buffers cannot be reclaimed for other processes. Therefore registering all
required buffers during initialization should be avoided.
Buffer registration during runtime is an expensive operation and it has to be controlled in all time critical paths including message send and receive. Open MPI provides two protocols for managing registrations costs during message transfer: RDMA
Direct protocol and RDMA Pipeline protocol. More details of the protocols are in
Section 5.2.2.
Unfortunately, both these message protocols are insufficient for many applica-
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tions. For example, if the RDMA Direct protocol is used for applications with
spatial characteristics – where buffer reuse is very rare – caching of memory registrations can cause resource exhaustion, and using the RDMA Pipeline protocol for
these applications would have adverse performance effects. Using either protocol for
applications with both temporal and spatial characteristics 1 can have adverse performance effect and result in inefficient resource usage. This makes both optimizations
ineffective for application with dynamic characteristics and applications with spatial
characteristics.
Open PRO-MPI combines approaches of RDMA Direct and RDMA Pipeline protocol providing a effect of dynamic resource allocation. In Open PRO-MPI, before
a RDMA write or read operation, if memory is not registered, it is registered using
Open MPI’s Mpool component (Mpool component provides memory management
functions such as allocate, deallocate, register and deregister). And the memory registration is cached using Open MPI’s Rcache component; Rcache provides memory
registration caching functions such as find, insert and delete. These cache entries
are deleted and memory is de-registered after each reconfiguration point by the reconfiguration manager. As a result, all memory is available for future use by the
application or for other operating system operations. This approach also avoids the
resource exhaustion caused by the RDMA Direct protocol, and overhead of using
send/recv protocol in RDMA Pipeline protocol. Besides that, when only limited
registered buffers are available, Open PRO-MPI increases registered-memory utilization by allowing only selected processes to use the RDMA Direct protocol. The
selection is based on probability of buffer reuse. The details of this process selection
are explained in Section 5.4

1 An

application with higher memory buffer reuse is said to have temporal characteristics,
and if an application reuses the memory buffers rarely then it is said to have spatial
characteristics.
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Dynamic Connection Management
Open MPI transfers small message either using the send/recv or the RDMA protocol.
To support RDMA operations in Infiniband, the receive buffers need to be registered
before a message is sent. A receiver process learns message completion by polling
receive buffers. To limit polling time and registered buffer usage, Open MPI uses
both the send/recv and the RDMA protocols for small message transfer. The RDMA
connections are lazily assigned to process pairs after they communicate and exchange
messages up to a certain threshold. A configuration variable controls and limits the
number of RDMA connections. After the limit, the process cannot initiate a new
RDMA connection, and any small message transfer for a process that does not have
a RDMA connection uses the send/recv protocol.
In Open PRO-MPI, RDMA connections are established and reset at every reconfiguration point. The RDMA connections that can be initiated by a process are
limited and controlled by a configurable variable. All RDMA connections between
process pairs are established at a reconfiguration point. And, at the end of the reconfiguration point, the reconfiguration manager resets the connections, and transfers
the state information associated with the process to a new RDMA connection or it
is deleted if there is no new RDMA connection. Before the reset, the reconfiguration manager sends the pending message fragments. For the next reconfiguration
point, the reconfiguration manager selects the process pairs and initiates the connections. The selection process is explained in Section 5.4). Like Open MPI, in Open
PRO-MPI, processes use the send/recv protocol to send message to other processes
without a RDMA connection.
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5.4

Example Reconfigurations

Using Open PRO-MPI, we have implemented two protocol reconfigurations:
connection-protocol reconfiguration and registered-buffer reconfiguration. This section provides implementation details of these reconfigurations.

5.4.1

Connection-protocol Reconfiguration

Connection-protocol reconfiguration is designed to improve the performance of applications that dynamically change how many and with which peers they communicate frequently at runtime. Specifically, we have implemented connection-protocol
adaptation between one-sided and two-sided communication protocols at the Open
MPI BTL layer based on profiles gathered from previous application runs. In this
reconfiguration, PRO-MPI profiler gathers information about how often a process
communicates with each peer during application-indicated phases. We also added
a one line call to each application to indicate to PRO-MPI when a new application
phase begins (phases could also potentially be inferred from application behavior,
for example calls to MPI barrier).
In subsequent runs on related (but not necessarily identical) inputs, the reconfiguration manager controls which BTL communication protocol is used to communicate
with each peer in each application phase using a schedule generated offline by the
analyzer from the profiling information. This allows PRO-MPI to dynamically control which peers use RDMA channels, improving overall application performance as
we will describe in Section 5.5.
The profiling information and analysis needed for this reconfiguration is relatively
simple. Specifically, the profiler gathers the number of small messages (less than 12
KB) sent to each peer by each process during each indicated application phase. The
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analyzer uses the profile information to generate a priority matrix as well as the
maximum number of RDMA connections allowed for each process (maxRDM A).
The three-dimensional priority matrix contains the communication priority between
any two MPI processes during each application phase; specifically element p[i][j][k]
of the priority matrix contains the priority of communication from process i to j at
application phase k.
The reconfiguration manager initiates, resets, and manages RDMA connections
based on data in the priority matrix generated by the analyzer from profiling information. At a given application time step, two MPI processes p (the initiator) and q may
be connected via RDMA, if the priority of that connection is higher than other MPI
processes, and the current number of RDMA connections p is less than maxRDMA.
Figure 5.3 shows how connections could be reconfigured between between MPI process i and other MPI processes over an application run when maxRDMA = 2.
The reconfiguration manager also controls how the communication protocol of a
MPI process is switched between RDMA and Send/Receive. At each reconfiguration
point, all RDMA connections change state from CONNECTED to QUIESCE. In the
QUIESCE state, RDMA connections cannot be used for any new message transfers.
After all pending messages are transferred, the resources allocated to the connection are freed and the RDMA connection state is changed to DISCONNECTED.
The connection state for a process is changed back to CONNECTED only after the
process establishes a new RDMA connection to another MPI process.

5.4.2

Registered-buffer Reconfiguration

The goal of this reconfiguration is to improve application performance by choosing
an appropriate large message RDMA protocol based on message buffer reuse. Particularly, we use RDMA Direct protocols for processes with higher buffer reuse, and
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on the edges represent the communication priority of the processes during an
application phase.

RDMA Pipeline protocol for processes with lower buffer reuse. In this reconfiguration, in a profile run, the profiler gathers communication activity between processes
during each application phase.
In subsequent runs on related inputs, the reconfiguration manager controls which
RDMA large message protocol is used to communicate with each peer in each application phase using a schedule generated from the profiling information. This allows
PRO-MPI to dynamically control which peers use RDMA Direct, improving performance and limiting registered buffer usage.
The profiling information and analysis needed for this reconfiguration is similar
to the one used in connection-protocol reconfiguration. The profiler gathers the
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number of messages sent to each peer by each process during each application phase.
The analyzer uses the profile information to generate a priority matrix as well as
the maximum number of processes (maxP roc) that can use RDMA Direct protocol.
The three-dimensional priority matrix contains the communication priority between
any two MPI processes during each application phase; specifically element p[i][j][k]
of the priority matrix contains the priority of communication from process i to j at
application phase k.
The reconfiguration manager controls the process to use RDMA Direct based on
the priority of process pair and available registered memory. At each reconfiguration
point, two processes p and q, may use RDMA Direct, if the priority of that connection
is less than maxP roc and registered buffers used is less than maxT hreshold. As a
result, the available registered memory is allocated to only processes that have higher
communication activity and higher probability of buffer reuse.

5.5

Evaluation

To demonstrate the capabilities of Open PRO-MPI we ran experiments to measure
the impact of profile-based protocol reconfigurations on both synthetic microbenchmarks and application performance. In this section, we describe the experimental
testbed used for the experiments, briefly describe the benchmarks and application,
and present experimental results and provide analysis.

5.5.1

Setup

We ran all our experiments on the Pequena cluster at University of New Mexico
Center for Advanced Research Computing. The cluster is a 22 node Altix ICE
system with an Infiniband interconnect [73]. Each compute node has two 3.0 GHz
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Intel Xeon processors each with four cores, 16GB of memory, and runs SUSE Linux
with kernel version 2.6.16 and OpenFabric’s OpenIB network stack. We compared
the PRO-MPI MPI implementations with Open MPI (version 1.4).

5.5.2

Benchmark and Applications

• Micro-benchmark: To understand and estimate the performance benefits of
using connection-protocol reconfiguration, we implemented a synthetic benchmark that imitates changing communication characteristics of an application,
and then compared its performance while using profiled PRO-MPI and Open
MPI.
The benchmark can change communication characteristics such as message size
and distribution, processes participating in a communication, and messages
exchanged between a process pair. It can also define application steps, and can
vary communication characteristics between the time steps.
• HPC Challenge: This is an application benchmark for measuring various aspects of machine (clusters, supercomputers) performance like FLOP/s, memory
bandwidth, memory read/write, network latency, and bandwidth [76]. It consists of 7 tests : PTRANS, DGEMM, STREAM, HPL, RandomAccess, FFT,
Communication bandwidth and latency.
In our experiments, we use PTRANS and MPI FFT (a parallel version of
FFT) to measure the performance impact of buffer-registered reconfiguration.
PTRANS is a test that measures memory bandwidth of the system by transferring a large array of data from multiple processor’s memory. MPI FFT is
a test that measures floating point rate of execution by computing the fast
Fourier transform operation.
• SAMRAI is a popular C++ software framework developed to implement par87
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allel adaptive multi-physics applications [77]. It has been used to simulate
black holes, dispersion of airborne materials, spread of fire, and interaction of
laser and liquid plasma.
In our experiments, we ran SAMRAI’s spherical shock wave problem for 10
time steps with the coarsest domain fixed to [40, 40, 40] and varying refinement
levels. This problem has dynamic communication characteristics; in particular,
the processes that communicate change in each time step [10].
• HyperCLaw is a hybrid C++/Fortran AMR code developed and maintained
by Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory [78]. Our experiments used an
AMR gas dynamics application data set which models the interaction of a
Mach 1.25 shock in air hitting a helium bubble for 10 time steps with base grid
of size [32, 8, 8].

5.5.3

Synthetic Benchmark Results

To understand the performance impact on applications with changing communication
characteristics when using reconfigurable libraries, we measured synthetic benchmark
performance with Open PRO-MPI and Open MPI. Figure 5.4 and 5.5 shows that
protocol reconfiguration increases in effectiveness with both increasing number of
processes and messages sent per process, with 40% performance improvements over
OpenMPI’s static choice of connections to send-receive or RDMA protocol.
Figure 5.4, in particular, shows the impact of connection-protocol reconfiguration on the benchmark’s runtime as the number of processes participating in the
communication increases. Each data point in the Figure 5.4 shows the performance
improvement of PRO-MPI over Open MPI for a certain problem size. For each data
point, we ran the benchmark for 10 time steps, where the benchmark was configured
to imitate ideal communication characteristics for PRO-MPI–messages exchanged
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Figure 5.4: PRO-MPI performance improvement over Open MPI on a synthetic communication benchmark

between any two process changed during time step 1 and other time steps. For
these characteristics, Open MPI assigns RDMA connections to process pairs that
exchange messages during startup. Although PRO-MPI assignment is similar to
Open MPI for the first time step, it changes the assignment for other time steps.
It assigns RDMA connections based on the process priorities (messages exchanged).
As a result, PRO-MPI utilizes RDMA resources more efficiently.
Figure 5.5 shows the impact of reconfiguration when the number of messages sent
by each process increases. For all data points in Figure 5.5, the problem size was
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kept constant (32-process problem), and the benchmark was configured to imitate
communication characteristics similar to the experiment in Figure 5.4. However
between data points we increased the messages exchanged between a process pair.
From Figure 5.5, we observe the protocol reconfiguration increases the performance
with increasing number of messages per process.
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5.5.4

Application Performance with Connection-protocol Reconfiguration and Exact Profiles
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Figure 5.6: SAMRAI and HyperCLaw performance improvement using PRO-MPI
(connection-protocol reconfiguration) with exact profiles

To measure connection-protocol reconfiguration impact on the performance of
SAMRAI and HyperCLaw applications at different node counts, we compared the
performance of Open MPI runs and profiled PRO-MPI runs of these applications at
low refinement levels on 16, 32, and 64 nodes. Low mesh refinement levels were used
both to limit application runtime. Each test was run 5 times.
Figure 5.6 shows the performance impact of connection-protocol reconfiguration
on SAMRAI and HyperCLaw problems with exact performance profiles. SAMRAI
performance is improved by 5.5% for a 64 process problem, and the performance
improvement increases as the number of processes in the problem increases. Similarly,
HyperCLaw performance improves by 2.7% for the 64 process problem, and the
performance improvement increases slowly with increasing process counts.
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Analysis

To understand the source of the observed performance improvements we profiled the
communication characteristics of the applications while they used PRO-MPI and
Open MPI for communication. As shown in Figure 5.8, on 64 nodes, while using
exact profiles, HyperCLaw sends up to 20% RDMA messages when using PRO-MPI
and up to 1% when using Open MPI with the same number of allowed RDMA connections. Similarly, SAMRAI sends 13 times more RDMA messages when using
PRO-MPI instead of Open MPI with the same number of RDMA connections. This
demonstrates that PRO-MPI’s performance improvements are the result of more
efficient use of RDMA connections compared to random assignment of RDMA connections to peers.
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Figure 5.8: PRO-MPI communication chracteristics of HyperCLaw and SAMRAI while
using PRO-MPI and Open MPI.

Although using PRO-MPI for communication has performance benefits, it adds
overhead of creating and destroying RDMA connections at every reconfiguration
point. Also, using RDMA requires dedicated memory buffers and a certain amount
of polling overhead. Our results show that these overheads can be amortized when
sufficiently many messages are exchanged between processes during each application
phase. Also, applications can realize significant performance benefits while still using
a relatively low maxRDM A value in order to limit both memory usage and polling
overhead. For our tests, we used maxRDM A = 4; attempting to use more RDMA
connections (e.g. maxRDM A = 8) did not improve application performance in tests
we ran.
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5.5.5

Application Performance with Registered-buffer Reconfiguration and Exact Profiles

To measure the impact of registered-buffer reconfiguration on application performance, we compared the performance of the HPC Challenge benchmark on Open
MPI and Open PRO-MPI. Because of its higher memory use, we used the benchmark’s MPI FFT kernel to measure the performance impact [79].
Figure 5.7 shows the performance impact of registered-buffer reconfiguration on
MPI FFT with exact performance profiles. For all data points, we limited caching of
memory registrations to 250 MB. Therefore until the limit, the processes could use
RDMA Direct protocol and after this limit, the processes send all messages using
RDMA Pipeline protocol. Since there was limited registered memory, processes were
prioritized for using RDMA Direct protocol. The priority was based on messages
exchanged between process pairs. For all data points in the figure 5.7 maxP roc
was fixed to half the problem size (for example, 16 for a 32-process problem). This
would maximize the use of registered buffers more efficiently. In the figure, we could
observe that MPI FFT performance was improved by 14% when 50% of processes
could use RDMA Direct protocol and rest of the processes were using only RDMA
Pipeline protocols.

5.5.6

Application Performance with Inexact Profiles

In Sections 5.5.4 and 5.5.5, we showed the performance impact of protocol reconfigurations using exact profiles. However, exact profiles may not be available or may be
difficult or time-consuming to produce. We show experiments studying how profiles
from one run can be used to improve the performance of an application on related
input data.
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for SAMRAI, 2 for HyperCLaw) to optimize communication in application
run with higher mesh refinement (4 for SAMRAI, 3 for HyperCLaw) on 32
nodes. Numbers represent the average of 5 runs.

Figure 5.9 shows that performance profiles collected from lower-refinement runs
can be used to substantially improve the performance of more time-consuming highrefinement runs. Specifically, profiles from refinement 2 HyperCLaw runs can be
used to improve the performance of refinement 3 HyperCLaw runs by approximately
16%. We also observed performance improvement in SAMRAI runs, though more
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Figure 5.10: Performance improvement using profile collected at low problem size (processes=16) to optimize communication in application run with higher problem size(processes=32). Numbers represent the average of 5 runs.
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Figure 5.11: Communication chracteristics of HyperCLaw and SAMRAI while using Exact and Inexact profiles. Profiles of lower refinement level where used to
drive a reconfiguration in higher refinement level problem.

modest ones than those observed in HyperCLaw.
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Figure 5.12: Communication chracteristics of HyperCLaw while using Exact and Inexact
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Figure 5.10 shows the performance improvement, when profiles collected from
smaller problem size is used to drive the reconfiguration of a larger problem size.
Particularly, profiles from a 16-process HyperCLaw were used to improve the performance of 32-process HyperCLaw. To generate a profile for a 32-process problem
from 16-process problem, the profiler collected profiles of a n-process HyperCLaw
problem, and then the offline analyzer converted the profile to a 32-process problem
size profile by extrapolating the missing data.

Analysis
To understand the performance improvement, as in Sections 5.5.4 and 5.5.5, we
measured the percentage of RDMA and send/recv messages for each experiment.
Figure 5.11 compares communication characteristics of HyperCLaw and SAMRAI
while using no reconfiguration, and while using protocol reconfiguration with exact
and inexact profiles. Figure 5.12 compares communication characteristics of HyperCLaw for a 32-process problem while using no reconfiguration, and using protocol
reconfiguration with exact and inexact profiles
As expected, the performance improvement was the result of using RDMA connections efficiently. Comparing HyperCLaw results in Figure 5.9 and its characteristics in Figure 5.11, we can observe that performance improvement and communication characteristics are similar while using exact and inexact profiles. Both while
using exact and inexact profiles, the percentage of RDMA messages was similar, and
was proportional to the performance improvement. Similarly, the performance improvement for HyperCLaw while using inexact profiles derived from smaller problem
size, was proportional to percentage of RDMA messages. However, for SAMRAI the
percentage difference of RDMA messages was very low (approximately 0.2 %), and
the performance difference was rather high (4%). This we believe is a consequence
of SAMRAI being latency sensitive.
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5.5.7

Reconfiguration Overhead

Both connection-protocol and register-buffer reconfigurations add overhead to the
application runtime. This section discusses the overhead added by each reconfiguration, and analyzes when enabling reconfigurations can lead to the improvement in
application performance.

Connection-protocol Reconfiguration Overhead
In the connection-protocol reconfiguration, the overhead is the result of establishing
and reseting the RDMA connections at each reconfiguration point. In Open PROMPI, the RDMA connections are established by allocating the receive fragments
and registered buffers at an origin process, and then sending this information to
a destination process. To reset a RDMA connection, the origin process frees the
receive fragments and registered buffers. It needs to acquire a RDMA lock to free
the registered buffers and the receive fragments; the RDMA lock provides exclusive
access to the buffers and also ensures that there are no waiting receives on the
buffer. Besides the RDMA lock, it requires the endpoint lock to change the state of
the process, and the Infiniband lock to update the number of RDMA connections.
When the connection-protocol reconfiguration is enabled in Open PRO-MPI, the
reconfiguration overhead for the origin process to establish n RDMA connections at
m reconfiguration points is:
RDM Am
connect = m ∗ n ∗ Lc ; Latency of a control message
And, the overhead to reset n RDMA connections is:
WLock = WRDM A + Wendpoint + WInf iniband
Where:
WRDM A , Wendpoint , WInf iniband - the wait times for acquiring the RDMA lock, the
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endpoint lock and the Infiniband lock.
Besides the above overhead, during reconfiguration, all messages that were to be
sent on RDMA connections are sent using send/receive protocol. As a result, this
increases the latency of the messages. Also, some of the messages are delayed as
the locks are acquired by the reconfiguration manager for reconfiguration. This also
increases the latency of the messages. However, since Open PRO-MPI implementations are configured to reconfigure at the end of an application phase (where an
application is assumed to reach a quiescent state), it is safe to assume that very few
messages are exchanges during this time.
Overhead of connection-protocol reconfiguration when n RDMA connections are
established, and reset at m reconfiguration points is:

mn
Overheadconnection−protocol = Rconnection
+ WLock

As seen in this section, the connection-protocol reconfiguration improves the performance of an application by increasing the utilization of available limited RDMA
connections. For the reconfiguration to improve the application performance, its
should send more messages using the limited RDMA connections.
messages
RDM Amessages
connection−protocol > RDM Ano−reconf iguration

and
!

!

LRDM A + Lsend/recv − LRDM A + Lsend/recv > Overheadconnection−protocol
Where:
!

!

LRDM A , Lsend/recv - the total latency of messages sent using RDMA and send/recv
protocols while using the connection-protocol reconfiguration.
LRDM A , Lsend/recv - the total latency of messages sent using RDMA and send/recv
protocols with no reconfiguration enabled.
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Registered-buffer Reconfiguration Overhead
In the registered-buffer reconfiguration, the reconfiguration overhead is the result of
registering and de-registering memory buffers during a message transfer. At each
reconfiguration point, all memory buffer registrations that are cached in the RCache
are removed from the cache and de-registered. If any of these memory buffers are
re-used by the application, they are re-registered during the message transfer and
cached in the RCache. In Open MPI, however, when the RDMA Direct protocol
is used these registered buffers would have not been removed from the cache or deregistered. Thus this reconfiguration adds the overhead which is de-registering and
registering of a memory buffer.

Overheadregistered−buf f er = n ∗ tde−register
+
s

m
!

Lks

registering

k=1

− Lks

without registering

This can be simplified to
Overheadregistered−buf f er = n ∗ tde−register
+ m ∗ tregister
s
s
Where:
n - the number of buffers that are de-registered at a reconfiguration point.
m - the number of buffers that are registered between any two reconfiguration points.
tde−register
, tregister
- the overhead for de-registering a buffer of size s.
s
s
Lks

registering

- the latency of a message of size s along with the cost of registering its

buffer.
Lks

without registering

- the latency of a message of s without including the cost of

registering its buffer.
Given the overhead of the registered-buffer reconfiguration, we can decide whether
it is advantageous to use RDMA Direct protocol based on the buffer re-use charac-
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teristics.
A
r egistering
Lregistering
− Lwithout
+ tde−register < R ∗ (LRDM
s
s
s

P ipeline

A
− LRDM
s

Direct

)

Where:
R - the number of times a memory buffer is used between any two reconfiguration
points.
Lregistering
- the latency of a message of size s along with the cost of registering its
s
buffer.
r egistering
Lwithout
- the latency of a message of size s without including the cost of
s

registering its buffer.
A
LRDM
s

P ipeline

- the latency of a message of size s while using the RDMA Pipleline

protocol.
A
LRDM
s

Direct

- the latency of a message of size s while using the RDMA Direct pro-

tocol.

5.6

Summary

This chapter presented Open PRO-MPI, a implementation of PRO-MPI that supported full MPI-2 semantics. It also described two reconfigurations – connectionprotocol reconfiguration and registered-buffer reconfiguration – that were implemented in Open PRO-MPI. The goal of connection-protocol reconfiguration was to
improve application performance by increasing utilization of available limited RDMA
connections, and the goal of registered-buffer reconfiguration was to improve application performance by taking advantage of limited registered buffers. The chapter also
presented methods to generate application profiles for resource-intensive problems
from the profiles of low-cost problems.
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The chapter presented results showing the performance impact of using Open
PRO-MPI and reconfigurations on HPC applications and benchmarks. The results
demonstrated that reconfigurations improved HPC application and benchmark performance. It showed that exact-profile driven reconfiguration improved HyperCLaw
performance by 22% and SAMRAI performance by 5.5%. It also showed that inexactprofile driven reconfiguration improved performance of HyperCLaw that was comparable to performance improvement obtained by exact-profile driven reconfiguration.
However, inexact-profile driven reconfiguration improved SAMRAI performance only
marginally.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions

6.1

Summary

This dissertation presented PRO-MPI, a framework for constructing reconfigurable
MPI implementations. Also, it demonstrated how reconfigurable MPI could be used
to improve the performance of HPC applications and benchmarks with dynamic
communication characteristics. To improve performance, PRO-MPI framework collects the applications characteristics to understand the application behavior, and
drive a reconfiguration in MPI implementations. The goal of the reconfiguration is
to tailor the protocol functionality of an MPI implementation to match application
requirements.
In Chapter 2, we described prior work that dealt with constructing configurable
protocol stacks, and support for reconfiguration and adaptation in current MPI implementations. None of these frameworks were geared towards constructing reconfigurable communication systems for high-performance computing. They all lacked support for high-performance network interfaces, and performance driven abstractions
required. They were designed, developed, and implemented either for distributed
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network systems or mobile systems. All current MPI implementations, mentioned
here, provided only a limited support for reconfiguration and adaptation; none of
them enabled full-fledged support for functional reconfiguration.
Chapter 3 described the architecture of PRO-MPI framework. It comprised of
four main components: profiler, analyzer, communication layer and reconfiguration
manager. Each of these components had a specific functionality to realize profiledriven reconfigurable MPI implementation. The profiler collects application information to construct application communication profile, and the analyzer uses this
profile to provide a series of changes to MPI protocol functionality. The communication layer provides an MPI implementation that is functionally modular. And,
the reconfiguration manager ensures that protocol changes were executed on the
communication layer.
Chapter 4 described Cactus PRO-MPI, which is a reconfigurable MPI implementation based on PRO-MPI framework that used CTP as a communication layer.
CTP, a configurable transport protocol, based on Cactus system, allows protocol
functionality to built from composable smaller modules. The functional composition
provides the ability to mix and match the protocol functionality of the transport
protocol, and also potentially the ability to change its functionality at runtime. The
extensions and modifications, described in Chapter 4 to CTP enabled it to provide
an reconfigurable MPI implementation. Additional extensions – profiler, analyzer
and reconfiguration manager – enabled Cactus PRO-MPI to change its functionality in response to changing application characteristics. Also in this chapter, we
presented results that demonstrated Cactus PRO-MPI could improve performance
characteristics of HPC applications.
In Chapter 5, we described another PRO-MPI based reconfigurable MPI implementation, Open PRO-MPI. It used Open MPI as an communication layer implementing MPI. Open PRO-MPI supported full MPI-2 specification unlike Cactus
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PRO-MPI, which only supported point-to-point MPI semantics. Addition of profiler,
analyzer, and reconfiguration manager enabled profile-driven reconfiguration in Open
PRO-MPI. Also, adding two reconfiguration implementations (connection-protocol
reconfiguration and registered-buffer reconfiguration) demonstrated that this framework could be used to implement many reconfigurations. Using these reconfigurations, we demonstrated that Open PRO-MPI can improve the performance of HPC
applications and benchmarks.
Finally, also in Chapter 5, we provided methods to construct the inexact application profiles from an exact application profile of the same application. Results
in the Chapter 5 showed that these approximate profiles could be used to drive a
reconfiguration and improve application performance.

6.2

Future Work

The work in the dissertation could be extended in number of different directions.
Many new reconfigurations can be added to PRO-MPI that can improve the performance of other HPC applications. The framework can be extended to help construct
reconfigurable communication libraries for multi-core and hybrid architectures. This
section elaborates more on these directions.
By adding new reconfigurations, the reconfigurable MPI implementations could
improve performance of many more HPC applications. Research has shown that performance of the applications can be improved by selecting algorithms for collective
operations based on the machine topology and application characteristics such as
message size and type [14, 16, 41]. This framework enables adding such reconfigurations to the current implementations, and studying the performance impact on the
application performance.
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With growing usage of multi-core processors in HPC machines, designing communication libraries that take advantage of these cores for parallelism is very important. PRO-MPI and the reconfigurable MPI implementations described in this
dissertation may provide a better paradigm for constructing communication libraries
for machines with multi-cores and hybrid architecture nodes. Research has demonstrated that event-based software design provides the concurrency and granularity
to build efficient communication libraries for multi-core architectures [80, 81]. In
Cactus PRO-MPI, which is an event-based MPI implementation, the smallest unit
of functionality is implemented as a event handler. These handlers each can be
mapped onto different POSIX-type threads. The threads that are independent can
be mapped onto different processor cores for load balancing, improving parallelism
or for the better utilization of computing power.
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